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ABSTRACT

During 1960, the Eisenhower Administration determined that the

consistent deficit position of the United States balance of payment

account threatened the strength of our currency and the stability of

the international and domestic sectors of the econoam. Since Department

of Defense overseas expenditures contributed to the deficit, actions

were initiated to reduce offshore military spending. During the fifteen

years that have intervened since 1960# a structure of polcies and

procedures have been established to minimise overseas expenditures.

For example, with some exceptions, overseas oumands have been directed

to return procurement requirements to United States purchasing acti-

vities even if higher costs are incurred.

The purpose of this study is to reconstruct the Impact of

balance of payment considerations upon our logistical posture in

Western Europe, 1960-19714, and to identify any changes that may be

dictated to related Department of Defense policies and procedures.,

The findings of the study indicate that the redirection of procurements

to stateside purchasing activities has substantially added to budgetary

costs and has impaired supply responsiveness. Moreover, rapid growth

within the conercial sector of the United States balance of payment

account has appreciably reduced the significance of ailitary overseas

expenditures. These considerations have caused the author to hypothesize

that the return of procurements to stateside purchasing activities is

no longer justified if the domestic price exceeds the eat from foreign

Ai
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sources. Rather, procurements should be asde where the dual require-

ments of cost effectiveness and supply responsiveness are beat satis-

fied,

The study analyzes data and information obtained from the

Congressional Record, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Comp-

troler), the Army and Air Force Bropean Commends, as well as reports

and studies of independent agencies. Research indicates that the Impact

of balance of payments considerations upon our buropean military forces

occurred in three generai phases. From 1960-IYb3, a series of mquick-

9 fix' actions were taken to achieve prompt and measurable reductions

in overseas spending. The period 1964-1970 was characterised by pro-

cedural refinements and emphasis upon sharing the balance of payment

burden with our European Allies. Since 1971,. there has been en evolution

of concepts for achieving more direct supply support from the United

4states.

The findings of the study indicate that balance of pyment con-

siderations have increased Joint financing of the NATO infrastructure,

prompted comon usage of facilities with our Allies, and contributed to

the establishment of cooperative logistical systems. Modular construe-

tion, deferred maintenance programm, and increased procuremente from

American overseas distributors are other reflections of the balance of

payment impact. Although not the only factor# the development of stra-

tegic redeployment capabilities has also bee given Impetus due to

balance of payment cosideratios.
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II CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

General

The balance of payments (BOP) account reflects a record of

economic transactions between individuals, firmj and government agen-

cies of one nation with those of other nations. These transactions

include payments and receipts for goods and services and various kinds

of capital movements. For example, dollar flow results from tourism,

sales of bonds and securities, private bank loans, foreign investment,

and overseas defense expenditures. While the BOP account is conumily

regarded as part of the international sector of a nation's economyj, in

fact, both the foreign and domestic elements of the economy are affected

by each other and are to a degree interdependent. Certainly, the ability

of the United States to compete in world markets is related to domestic

*economic conditions. For instance, inflation within a country tends

to raise the price of exported goods and may thereby adversely affect

the nation's trade position. Conversely, advancements in technology or

I ~ the improvement of capital equipment may improve the competitive position

of a country.

In situations where payments and receipts as well as capital

movements remain In approximat equilbrium, a satisfactory BOP position
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exists. However, when dollars flow out of the country for a sustained

period, foreign countries may accumulate suostantial holdings of United

States currency. This concentration of U.S. money overseas may lower

the value of the dollar in relation to other world currencies. Although

DOD spending overseas represents a relatively small element of total

United States international transactionsp it does result in a capital

outflow that is highly. visible and of concern to the American public

and their elected officials.

Background

After World War II, a disequilibrium emerged between the inter-

national demand for dollars and the available supply of dollars because

many war ravaged countries could not earn sufficient hard currency

to conduct normal economic activities. This dollar shortage was aggra-

vated because many countries had more confidence in the dollar than in

their own currencies and these economic forces resulted in a strong de-

mand for dollars in relation to the supply. As a matter of deliberate

policy, the United States incurred foreign exchange deficits and adopted

other monetary practices designed to close the dollar gap. These actions

included the Marshall Plan, policies intended to stimulate trade, and

intentional attempts by the United States to find sources for offshore

procurement.
1

However, by 1959, economic conditions had changed and American

gold reserves decreased to an amount equivalent to one hundred percent

1U.S., Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller), Economics of Defense Snmdi. A Look at the Realitiess
July 1972, p. 67.
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of our foreign obligations.2 These changes were attributable to a

complex interaction of factors that included the success of the United

States programs for assisting in the recovery of foreign economies.

The resurgent productive capacities of Western Europe and Japan made

them more competitive with a United States economy that was experiencing

domestic inflation and high wage scales, Since further reductions in

our gold holdings were considered a potential threat to the viability of

the dollar, government officials determined that remedial action was

necessary. The basic reason for the reduction in our gold reserves was

a continued iu4lance in the U.S. BOP accounts. It was apparent that

new economic policies were necessary to establish an equilibrium between

BOP account receipts and payments.
In the late 1950's, defense spending entering the BO? account

was equivalent to nearly one-fourth of the United States merchandise

imports. 3 Although Bur commercial accounts consistently reflected trade

surplusesp defense expenditures abroad contributed to a cumulative DO?

deficit. As a r esults the Department of Defense (DOD) undertook a

number of actions to reduce its adverse impact on the United States BOP

position. DOD sought to: 1) encourage its military and civilian personnel

to purchase through United States outlets rather than on foreign economies,

2) maximize its procurement of materiel and services from United States

sources, and 3) reduce its overseas staffing levels and close or coosol-

idate bases. Since Foreign Military Sales (FNS) registered as a receipt

Howard S. Piquet, "The Balance of Payments Breakdown: Treating
the Syuptou ep klerspective. in Defense Management, Winter 1972-1973s p. bi.

3U8e fpartment of Defenses Economics of Defense Syendima,
pO 11i,

p. iii

I____________ _...-_____... ._...._________...__.._:Y- "2- ' : '2. ' ;_ _.- ... . .. ... . . .... .... . .



in the BOP account; emphasis was shifted from direct grants to the sale

of weapons, supplies, and supporting equipment. During the 1960's,

agreements were negotiated with many of our North Atlantic Treaty Organ-

ixation (NATO) Allies to offset some of the cost. and foreign exchange

burden associated with the stationing of our forces in Europe. Concepts

involving strategic redeployments dual basing, and equipment preposi-

tioning were developed and tested to assess the feasibility of reducing

our strength levels in NATO countries. Despite the efforts of DOD,

countervailing economic pressures impeded actions designed to reduce

the military BOP deficit. Foreign price increases, currency revaluations,

and the BOP costs of the Vietnam War impeded efforts to reduce overseas

expenditures. Additionlly, substantial military and civil service pey

increases added to disposable income that often flowed into foreign

economies and thereby adversely effected the military BOP account.

Budgetary and foreign exchange costs of our force commitments to

NATO as well as political and foreign policy considerations have caused

continued Congressional concern with respect to the DOD contribution

to the cumulative BOP deficit. This concern is evidenced by the passage

of the Jackson-Nunn Amendment to the Defense Procurement Bill. Public

Law 93-155, enacted 15 November 1973. This legislation is designed to

mitigate the adverse impact of United States defense expenditures in

Europe. The Amendment directs the President to seek payment. from NATO

mmbers sufficient to offset any budgetary and BOP defi6it incurred as

a result of the deployment of our forces in Europe. The law requires that

the United States reduce its forces by a percentage equivalent to uhat.

ever BOP cost is not offset. 7he Defense Procurement Bill conferees

indicated their belief thats

It



...the principal objection of Members of both houses of Congress
to the stationing of American forces in Europe has been the adverse
impact on our balance of payments - an adverse impact that has been
especially objectionable in view of the strength of the currencies
of some of our NATO allies, the recurring weakness of the U.59
dollar in relation to some of %nose currencies and the large doJ.Lar
holdings accumulated in West surope. Thus we believe that a solu-
tion to the balance of payments problem will serve to place the con-
tinuing American presence in Europe on a more stable foundation. 4

The passage of the Jacksun-Nunn Auendment and dynamic changes in

the United States anQ world economies suggest that it would be timely

to review procedures inatituted by Wop, during the early 1960', to

minimize military contributions to the United States Isur account,* ror

example, net defense contributions to the BOP deficit averaged -42.9 bil-

lion per year during the period 1956-1959 and -$3.0 billion from 1970-

1973 (Table 1, page 13). In contrast to the modest change in the mul-

tary BOP account, the United States had seen its average net liquidity

balance deteriorate from -$1.2 billion to -$11.6 billion for the same

periods (Table 1, page 13). The total annual value of coumercial exports

and imports averaged $30.3 billion during the period 1956-1959; whereas,

it had increased to $139.8 billion for 1973, or, a 466 percent increase.

The aforementioned statistics reflect a decrease in the signi-

ficance of the military BOP deficit and it would appear that the offset

provisions of the Jackson-Nunn amendment wil further reduce the adverse

impact of overseas military expenditures. Since moat of the DOD actions

initiated to reduce military BOP expenditures remain n effect, it would

4Excerpt from a Joint Congressional Conference Report on the
Defense Procurement Bill, October 13, 1973 (a photostat copy as received
from Senator Henry Jackson's office), p. 2.

5 Council of Economic Advisors, Economic Indicators# (Wsshington D.C.$
Goverrmnt Printing Offices April 1974)p p. 21; and U4. Departmt of
Defense, Economics of Defense Spendina. p. 70.
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be appropriate to review their efficacy in light of changed economic

conditions. For examplep Executive Order 11051,dated 27 September 1962,

continues to direct DOD to return procurements to the United States,

nder specifisd circumstances, although domestic costs may exceed the

foreign price. While statistics were maintained, during the 1960's,

this procurement return procedure added in excess of $388 million to

the cost of stationing forces overseas. Similarly, the economic impli-

cations of strategic redeployment, dual basing, and prepositioning

may require reexamination. The only comprehensive economic analysis of

this area was accomplished during 1963-1964 by the Institute for Defense

Analyses. 7 This analysis is of limited contemporary value because of

changes in force structure, strategic air lift capabilities, and

economic conditions.

Statement of the Problem

Logistical support of United States military forces stationed in

Europe is influenced by procedural constraints established to minimise

the impact of defense spending upon the military DOP account. The

problem is to identify the actual effect that OP considerations have

had upon our European military supply posture and to determine the

continued validity of DOD BOP policies and procedures,

6 procurement returns are discussed in Chapter II.

7 Wilniam A. Cox, Rolf Piekars, and Eleanor C. Thomas, PRedeploy.
ment of Troops to Reduce US Spending in brope, An loonomic Analysi*
(unpublished studys, Institute for Defne Analyses, onomic and Poll
tical Studies Division, September 1964).

4._
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Scope and Objectives of the Study

Since the Jackson-Nunn Amendment is specifically directed toward

the BOP implications of our NATO commitment and because of our long-

term ano substantial military presence within Western Europe$ it is the

intention of the author to restrict this study to an analysis of the

impact of BOP considerations upon logistical support of our forces located

in Western Europe, 1960-1974. It is entirely possible, and perhaps

likely, that the findings of this study have applicability in other

overseas areas and deserve separate consideration. This analysis wil

include a consideration of the logistical areas of supply, transportation,

$. maintenance, base construction and contractural services while not

specifically addressing military strength levels, overseas expenditures

by military and civilian personnel and their dependents, nor support

of nonappropriated und activities. A consideration of the Military

Assistance Program (MAP) and Foreign Military Sales will be confined

to their impact upon offshore procurement and their positive and negative

.f 4 effect upon the military BOP account.

The purpose of this study is twofold, first, to establish an

historical record of the impact of BOP considerations upon our logis-

tical posture in Western Europe, 1960-1974, and secondly, to Identify

any necessary changes that may be dictated to DOD DOP policies and pro-

cedures.

Methodology and Oranisation

An analysis of the Inpaat of DOP considerations upon our logis-

tical support of American forces In Western Burope requires a reon-

------------------------



struction or actions within the Legisiative and executive oraf hel

since JyW. This thesis wil sequentiall7 review these actions and

their implementation by the Department of Defane and United Stats

Armed Forces, Europe. uhronologically, there are three general period&

that emerge in the adjustment of our European supply procedures to DOP

considerations. From 1960 to 1963j, a series of Oquick-fixw actions

were taken to achieve prompt and meaurable BOP reductions; 1964-1970

was a period of procedural refinements with emphasis upon sharing our

BOP burden with our NATO allies, while 1971 to the present has been

characterised by the evolution of concepts for more direct supply

support from the Continental United States (COUS).

Definitions

Simply defined, the United States balance of payments Is a

system of accounting which shows receipts from foreign sources and

payments to foreign sources. It reflects on the international strength

of the dollar, the viability of international business and the relatim-

ship between international economic conditions and stability in the

domestic econom. Not liquidity balance is a record of a country's

payments and receipts, to include long term capital flow. It onsiders

both private and governmental transactions and is a measure of the

equilibrium that exists within a nation's. econo. It influences the

exchange rate and stability of the currency. An exchange rate is the

price of one eurrency in terms of another ad the rate Is determined

by the market forces of demand and supply. A nation's iMporMters create

., Departmmnt of Coemere, U. Balmne oftPa utsZ . (ye

ingtons ovement Printing Orfioe, 19MJ e p,

I _ _
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a demand for foreign exchange, whereas its exporters create a supply

of foreign exchange. For the purposea of this dissertation, the Impact

of DOD overseas expenditures is similar to that of an import; WhOreas

the impact of FES can be likened to an ewort.

The transactions that comprise the military BOP account represent

the net balance between the amount spent in mantin United States

military forces overseas in comparison to receipts from military sales

to foreign governments, hereafter referred to as Foreign Mlitary Sales.

Receipts include only military sales transactions accomplished by DOD

as differentiated from direct purchases by foreign countries from

United States commercial interests. Cash receipts include primarily:

* 1) sales of military items through DOD, 2) reimbursements to the United

States for logistical support of foreign national defense forep and

3) sales of services to the military forces of other nations.

Expenditures generally fall into three categories: 1) costs of

maintaining U.S. forces abroad and their support, 2) Military Assistance

Program, and 3) costs of defense related program of other agencies

such as the Coast Ourd and Atomic Eergy Commission. The costs involved

in maintaining U.S. forces abroad includes expenditures by U.S. personnel

and their families and by nonappropriated fund activities, foreign expen-

ditures for construction of U.S. facilities, and psyments to support the

NATO infrastructure and for contractural services to operate and maintain

U.S. overseas installations and for the procurement of foreign goods to

be used locally or In the United States. 9

9 walter S. Soent, and others, The United States Balance of PaY-
Monts in I68. (Washington, D.C.: The Bookings Institution, 1 W),
pp?. 191-1 i and Leonard Ge Campbells and Robert J. Shue, NMilitary
Transactions in the U.S. Balance of Parmentg of Current BsInesa
U,., Departmmt of Ciomore LIbI5to ian tfII, No72a8
pp. 22-27a
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Offset agreements refer to bilateral or multilateral arrangements

designed to lessen the budgetary and BOP impact of stationing American

forces in Bwope. Offset agreements may take many forms to includes

the assumption of support costs, actions to increase United States

commercial exports to Europe, and commitments by European countries to

use their dollar holdings to buy American military equipment.

Buy U.S. Here (BUSH) refers to procurement arrangements wherein

our Diropean purchasing activities buy U.S. end products and services

from American overseas distributors. A minimum of 75 percent of all

dollars expended must be returned to the United States. The system

is designed to maximize supply responsiveness and minimise foreign

exchange losses.

Strategic redeployment entails the airlift of combat and support

forces in reaction to military contingency requirements. Equipment may /acma the redeploying forces or ma be partially or eempletely

/
prepesitioned in the host area.

I.



CHAPTER II

INITIATION OF THE BALANCE OF PAMENT PROGRAM

1960 -963

Executive Action

As noted previouslyp the United States net liquidity balance

averaged annual deficits of $1.2 billion for the period 1956-1959.

By 1960, American gold reserves had been depleted to an equivalent

of one hundred percent of foreign obligations. As & result, on

16 November 1960, President Eisenhower made public a series of actions

designed to alleviate the unfavorable United States BOP position;

he directed the Department of Defense to:

A. Reduce and thereafter limit the number of dependents abroad of
military and civilian personnel to a total of not more than
200,000 at any one time, which total shall be subject to annual
review by the President...and shall to the maximum extent
feasible apply to dependents located in the highly industrialized
countries with strong currencies....

B. Take promptly all possible steps to reduce by a very substantial
amount the expenditures from funds appropriated to the military
services and for the military assistance program....

C. Prohibit the purchase of foreign goods by the non-appropriated
fund activities related to the military services, except where
exceptions to the prohibition are made under the personal
authorization of the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense. 10

, 1U.8.2 President, 1952-1960 (Eisenhower), 'Wite House Press
Release, Directive by the President Concerning Sts to be Taken with
Kespet to the United States Balance of Payments, 16 November 1960,
pp. -9.

4,11
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The restriction placed upon the number of dependents abroad had

an immediate and severe impact upon military morale and inhibited re-

cruitment efforts. As a result, on 6 February 1961, President Kennedy

rescinded the ceiling on dependents and emphasized the need for reducing

overseas logistical support expez)ditures while promoting Foreign Mili-

tary Sales. He requested that DOD assess the feasibility of Joint

American and allied use of facilities. The President also supported

increased procurements from United States sources despite the likelihood

of some increases to budgetary costs. 1 1 Between 1960 and 1963, DOD

experienced modest successes in controlling the net defense contributions

to the United States BOP position (Table 1, page 13). Foreign price

increases frustrated efforts to significantly reduce actual expenditures

but increased Foreign Military Sales resulted in a reduction of the

net military deficit from $2.75 billion in 1960 to $2.30 billion in 1963.

However, the position of the United States BOP account remained

unsatisfactory during the period 1960...1963 with the annual net liquidity

1 balance averaging -$2.9 billion. In response to these continued eco-

nomic pressures, President Kennedy directed the Secretary of Defense to

intensify efforts to shift defense buying to sources in the United

States. He also called for the reduction of overseas headquarters

staffs, the stremlining of overseas support operations, and the increase

of Foreign Military Sales.12

11U.b., President, 1960-1963, (Kenney), U.S. Balance of Py-
ments and the Gold Outflow from the United Statess M ee "tea
February 6, 1961, as contained in Hearings before a Subcommittee of the
Committee on Banking and Currency on the Continuing Detects in our
Balance of Payments and the Resulting Outflow of Gold, 89th Cong.,
1st Ses., pp. 628-629.

12 UoSe, President, 1960-1963, (Keed), Balance of Pamtg
Mosse.o.. f08th qg.o,1st $eg,# July 18, 1963, p-, --

p '
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Table 1.* Extracts from U.S. Balance of Trae Statistics1 3

Year Direct Defense fransactions Military Trans- Net Liquidity
Expenditures under Military actions, Not Balance of

Agency Sales United States
Contracts

1960 -3,9087 335 -2,753 .4 3,677

1961 -2,998 1402 -2,596 - 2,252

1962 -3,105 656 -2,14148 - 2p864 /
1963 -2,961 657 -,04- 2,713

1964 -2,880 7147 -2,113 - 2j,696

1965 -2j952 830 -2,122 - 2,1478

1966 -3,764 829 -2,9935 - 29151

ii1967 -14,378 1,214o -3,138 - 4,683
1968 -149535 19392 -3,1143 - 1,611

1969 -4,856 1,512 -3,9344 - 6,081

1970 -14,852 1A178 -3#374 - 3,851

1971 -4s,829 1,912 .- 2,918 -21,965

1972 -14,7214 1,166 -3,558 -13,882

1973 -14,536 2,365 -2,171 - 7,789

1US9Departatent of Comerce, "U.S. Balance of Payments Devel-
opments First Quarter 1973", SuiQo of Current Businesse LIIIj No. 6
(Washington,, D.,C.: Government Printing Office, June 19735, pp. 1-7-28 for
calender years 1960-1972. Council of Economic Advisers Economic Indi-
cators pp. 214-25 for ca1abder year 1973.
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Dollar now

DOD implementation of Presidential guidance had to take into

account the complex effects of quantitative adjustments in overseas

military spending. The foreign exchange savings from reducing pur-

chases in allied nations equal the decrease in foreign currency expen-

ditures less Q'e value of United States exports lost through the spending

reduction. Since a lessening of defense spending decreases foreign

exchange earnings and income of the host country, it normally lowers

the imports of the host country from the United States and from third

countries. The third countries in turn lower their imports from the

United States. Economists have termed this dollar relationship between

exports and imports the. "feedback effectl. h As a specific example#

assume that the Department of Defense reduces its purchases from an

Ally, West Germany, by $10 million and that West Germany would have

spent 80 percent of these lost foreign exchange earnings on imports -

15 percent in the United States and the remainder in the rest of the

$ world. If all other countries behave just as West Germany, the

$10 million reduction in DOD foreign currency spending would lover

U.S. exports by about $4 million, leaving a foreign exchange savings

of about $6 million.15

While considering the complexities of dollar flow, DOD eva.-

uated three general options to lover overseas procurement:

1) Bring the troops home and raise the alert status of deployable
units to ensure their prompt return in an emergency.

14U.S.p Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller), .Economics of Defense SpendinE, A Look at the Realities. p. 73b.

'lRolf Piekarz, NDefense Impacts on InternationsO. Faymentse%
(research paper for the Institute for Defense Analyses, Program Anslses
Division), pp.. 6 and 27.
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2) Provide the ally with larger grants of equipment or supplies
to compensate for the military units transferred to the United

•States.

3) "Stretch the pipeline" and draw on more domestic sources for
the required goods and services.16

Each of the alternatives added to budgetary costs as won as

having other implications. The purchase of additional equipment for

prepositioning and an increased strategic airlift capability had both

budgetary and military readiness implications. More grants of arms

to allies increased costs and lessened United States control over

its weapons arsenal. 1 7 Political as well as economic and logistic

considerations caused DOD to place initial emphasis upon the second

and third options. However, rather than direct grants of equipment

and supplies, DOD sought to negotiate sales with its increasingly

prosperous Western European allies. Categories reflected in paragraphs

lc and 2 of Table 2, page 16, became primary targets for reductions

in overseas expenditures.

Buy U.S. Policy

Department of Defense policy as recently as 1960, had encouraged

maximum use of foreign sources for the acquisition of supplies needed to

support overseas operations. During 1952, the DOD "Offshore Procurement

Program" had been implemented to create or expand foreign sources of

supply near where requirements would be'generated and consumed. The

16 iekarss "Defense Iacts on International Parments, p. v.

1 7 Ibid_d, pp.5-6
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Table 2. U.S. -Dfense kpendituresEntering the Balance of Payments
in Fiscal Year 1961 18

Category Million of
I Dollars

1. U.S* forces and their support

a. Expenditures by U.S. militarys civilians and
dependents 775.2

b. Foreign Nationals 362.2

* o. Procurement

1) Major Equipment 52.9
2) Construction 170.1

3) Materiels and supplies 562.9

h) Contractual services h87-5

Subtotal 2.0.8

2. Military Assistance Program

a. Offshore Procurement 131.0
b. NATO Infrastructure 10.4
c. Other 76.0

A Subtotal 311.4

4 3. Other agencies 343.5

Total Expenditures 3,065.7

I - 18Salant, p. 193.

, -4. . . . ..
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The purpose of offshore procurement was to strengthen the mobilization

base of our allies while decreasing their dependence upon the United

States. Under this Program, over two billion dollars had been spent

by the United States for procurement from foreign sources by 1956.19

Air Force Procurement Instructions reflected typical procurement

policies that prevailed until 1 Yblt

The Under Secretary of the Air Yorce has directed that a maximum
quantity or supplies, materials and services requirea to Logis-
tically support United States forces overseas be procurea from
indigenous sources, provided tnat such procurement will nut, result
in one of the following:

1) Unjustifiable cost, in comparison with procurement in tne
United States# including estimatea or known transportation coat
from the United States to using activity.

2) Delay in delivery unacceptable to the Department of the
Air Force.

3) Serious adverse effects upon the United States economy,
employment, or industrial mobilization.

4) Threats to the security of the United States.

However, the continued unfavorable United States BOP position

and the 16 November 1960 guidance of President Eisenhower caused a DOD

reassessment of the Offshore Procurement Program. On 16 December 1960,

DOD established a goal of reducing foreign purchases during calendar year

1961 by sixty-five million dollars. The implementing memorandum called

for future research and development programs to be accomplished by

United States firms whenever practical. In addition, it authorized that

where the estimated cost of supplies and services would not exceed the

cost of foreign services or supplies by. more than twenty-five percent,

such purchases should normally be made frou United States suppliers.

' 9 U.S., Department of the Air Force, Information and Guidance
Military Assistance Program, (Washington, D.C.: n.n., 1957), p. 16.

20U..p Department of the Air Forces Air Force Procurement
Instruction, (Washington# D.C.. n.n.p 1957)t paragraph 6-2001.
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Exceptions were granted in this directive to permits

1) Emergency purchases;

2) Procurements under one thousand dollars;

3) Procurements of subsistence so fragile or perishable that

its quality at the point of consumption would be impaired or

destroyed if shipped from the United States;

i) Procurements of supplies and services available only from

foreign sources and for which there are no acceptable

substitutes;

5) Procurements made with excess foreign currencies held by

the United States Treasury to the extent such purchases avoid

an adverse effect upon the United States balance of payments;

6) Procurements of supplies or services required to be made

pursuant to a treaty or executive agreement;

7) Other procurements as specifically authorised by the

Secretary of Defense. 21

During 1961, approximately $71. million worth of procurement

contracts were returned to the United States at a cost of $10.1s million.

This represented a cost of about 17% more than the estimated cost if

procurement had been made from foreign sources. 2 2

Although interim guidance was furnished and progress monitored,

the next major DOD milestone was not until 16 July 1962 when the Depart-

ment of Defense issued a memorandum that was known as the Buy U.S. Policy. 23

21U.S. Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense,

Memorandum to the Service Secretaries on Supplies and Services to be Pro-
cured Outside of the United States, December 16, 1960, as cited in William
0. Girard, *DOD Prospects for Improving the U.S. Balance of Paymentsmp
(study, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, March 12, 196h), pp. 31-32.

22 Statement of Assistant Secretary of Defense, Charles J. Hitch
before U.S., Congress, Joint Economic Committees Subcommittee on Inter-
mational Exchange and Payments, Outlook for United States Balance of
Payments Hearings, 87th Cong., 2nd Sess., December 12, 1962, pp. 5-6.

*Iwhich is a 1933 Congressional Statute that promotes the acquisition for

public use of articles, materiels, or supplies mined# produced or manu-
factured in the United States. References Public Contracts (Buy American
Act), Section 202, Subsection (a), appears In Title 41 of the gnited states,
Code, Section 11 (1970).
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Its purpose was to improve the U.S. balance of payment position by

adding impetus to the redirection of overseas military procurements

to sources in the United States. The memorandum increased the allowable

price differential from twenty-five to fifty percent in favor of pro-

curement from American sources. It stipulated that DOD appropriated

fund expenditures outside the United States would be restricted to:

1. Where a treaty or executive agreement existed to purchase from
an indigenous source.

2. Procurement of requirements for less than $500.
3. Procurements not to exceed $10,000 required by compelling

emergencies.
4. Perishable subsistence.
5@ Those procurements determined in advance that the requirements

can only be filled from indigenous sources. 24

These restrictions were more stringent than heretofore and

dollar cut-offs-determined the command level authorized to approve

exceptions. The magnitude of foreign origin procurements permitted

as exceptions are reflected in Table 3, page 20.

Overseas procurements of $500 or less were generally emergency

purchases or nonrecurring requirements not readily available in the

:1 military supply system. "Other purchases under $10,000" consisted

of requirements which were satisfied from overseas sources because the

domestic cost exceeded foreign prices by more than fifty percent.

Requirements which could only be filled from foreign sources Included$

1. Utilities, including gas, water, electricity, stem, sewage
refuse collection and disposal;

2. Communication services;
3. Port handling and stevedoring services;
4. Maintenance and repair of and procurement of spare parts for

foreign manufactured vehiclesp equipment maechinery and systems;
5. Packing and crating services;

2 U..8., Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary, M morandum
on Supplies and Services for Use Outside the United States# 16 Jul 1962,

Pp 4
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Table. 3e FrinOii ocmetfor Use Outside United States

(Value In Millicns Of Dollars)

Exception Total

zxceptione, TotaiW 423.6

Treaty or Executive Agreement 62.2

Procurements of $500 or loe 26.9

Eergency Procurements under 410,0001.

Requirements can be ZilL0d onl~y by foreign supplies
or services 179.9

Cuban Crisis .5

Other purchases under 410,,000 22.8'

Excess Foreign Currencies 6. 6

Al other 4.

k~fev Contract Awards excluding Military Astiatanoe ftagrm*
petroleum, non-appropriated funds procurement.

25 Wj~eotorate for Statistical Services, Office of the Secretary
of Defuens 19 September 1963 cited by Gurard, p. 39.
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be Laundry and dry cleaning;

7. Coal handling and storage;
8. Industrial gases; 26
9. Transportation services.

The 50 % differential vas a controversial innovation that was

envisioned as a temporary measure. 27 The Honurable Robert V. Moossa

Under Secretary for Monetary Affairs, Department of the Treasury,

reflected tue ambivalent feelings of many uhen he said during Congres.

sional testimony: OUt course it is clear to you and to me, I am sure,

if the American supplier thinks that he can shoot fish in a barrel. lou

mE tend to lose price discipline. But, the orber side is that you have

to use the American supplier to minimise the balanue of payments
drain.p2Bl

Between 1961 ana Y63, this prexerential allowance reducea

uverseas procurement by 485 million, or 12 percent, aT an annual

buaget cost or 3u percent. ZY

During 1963, the United States Air Forces marope, initiated

the r2rst military service roreagn procuremunt program n response to

the Buy U.S. ro.Lcy. It inaugurated the BUSH (Buy U.S. Here) Program

26Girard, pp. 39-40.
2 7Statement by Walter S. Salant, Brookings Institute, to U.S.,

Congress, Joint Economic Committees The United States Balance of Pment8
Perspctives and Policies, 1963s Hearing, Bath Cong., 1st Seas.# 1963,P. 243.

28Statement by Honorable Robert V. Roosaj Under Secretary for

Monetary Affairs, Department of the Treasury (responding to Representative
William B. Windall's suggestion for stateside ouremt by DOD) inj id., p.

29 piekars, oflonoo IWpactA on Xntoatimal Pamte'm p. 10.

I.!
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developed to obtain American made products for our overseas military

forces. The BUSH Program seeks to take advantage of the commerolal

distribution systems established by overseas distributors of American

products. When prices and delivery schedules are competitives the

requirement may be satisfied locally rather than referring it through

supply channels to a stateside government procurement activity. The

Program remains active and requires that a minimun of seventy-five per-

cent of all dollars expended must be returned to the United States. O

Barter Agreements

During 1962, the Stockpile Policy Division of the Office of

Emergency Preparedness coordinated with the Departments of Defense and

Agriculture to establish a program to reduce foreign exchange losses by

paying for offshore military procurements with agricultural commodities.

Dollar contracts were converted into barter arrangements for nonstrategic

materiels. The program proved highly successful with barter procurements

totaling approximately fifty million dollars for the period March through

December 1963.31

Base Construction and Maintenance. 1960-1963

During July, 1962, DOD announced a plan to reduce the foreign

exchange cost of overseas construction by the use of prefabricated

housing supplied from the United States. Four months later, the

""Letter, Headquarters U.S., Air Force, LOPLL, ti December 1973,
Bush Program in Burope with a Plan for BUSH Contracte Covering Arope,
North Africa, and the Middle last, p. G-l,

31 irard, pp. 697o.
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Defense Department established a goal of reducing by twenty-five percent

the fiscal year 1963 estimated expenditures for maintenance, repair#

alteration, and minor construction of real property overseas. Whenever

practical materiels and supplies were to be procured in the United

States and supplied contractors as government furnished materiels.

Alterations and minor construction projects performed by contract were

to be restricted to those urgently required for the support of the

military mission. 32 During the early 1970's, the military received

substantial adverse criticism about the condition of its facilities and

particularly its barracks in Western Europe. It is reasonable to

speculate that economies of the early 1960'3, to include deferred main-

tenance, contributed to the unsatisfactory conditions reported by the

American news media.

All contracts for maintenance estimated to exceed $1O0,000, or

repair work in the $50,000-$100O000 cost categor, were to be approved

by the Secretary of the Military Department or his designee. In addition,

any requirement for repair work estimated to exceed $100,000 would

require advance approval by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Instal- hi
lation and Logistics) or his designee. 3 3

Base Closures and Consolidations. 1960-1963

The 16 July 1962 DOD Memorandum also provided the impetus for

subsequent base closures and consolidations by prompting a comprehensive

32Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of Defense, Statement at a Press
Conference, Washington, D.C., 16 July 1962 as cited in Girard, p. 45.

33U.S., Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defees
Memorandum to the Service Secretaries on Real Property Maintenence,
Repair, Alterations and Ninor Construction Acoomplished by Contract,
17 November 1962.



review of the requirements for each of our foreign military bases and

installations. A special study group visitea selected Western European

countries to determine the feasibility of combined utilization of depots

with our Allies. The study group also assessea the possibilities for

reductions, eliminations, and consolidations of major logistical acti-

vities. in addition# consideration was given to the transfer of United

States logistic supply points and operations to countries where the

foreign exchange costs were reduced or eliminated through offset agree-

ments. During Decemoer 1962, Assistant Secretary or Defense (ComponLLer)

Charles Hitch reportea that a reorganization of the Army logistics

supply support iine in Europe nad released 5,000 personnel for ouaer

duties. 35 Planning was aLso initiatea for the witharawal of older

weapons aysmw that could be compensated rur by more advanced long-

range systems Located within Uie United svazes
36

?orelgn Military Sales (FMS)

As this study progresses, it will note the changing relationship

between the military and commercial aspects of the balance of payment

* account; therefore, it is appropriate to consider the impact of increased

11M5 upon the military DOP deficit. As economic pressures continued to

34 .S., Department of Defense Memorandum on Supplies and Services
16 July 1962.

35Statement of Assistant Secretary of Defense, Charles J. Hitch,
before U.S., Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Inter-
national Exchange and Payments, Outlook for United States Balance of
Dnt. Hearings, 87th Cong., 2nd Seasp December 12, 1962, pp. 5-6,
a ctei in Albert R. Pytko, "Significant Effecte of the Gold Flow Pro-
blem on Department of Defense Decision Mkddg (report, Industrial Col-
loeg of the Armed Forces, March 29, 1968), pp. 67-68.

u6irard, pp. 47-48.
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buffet the dollar, Congressional interest increased for our Allies to

assume a greater share of the economic burden of supporting NATO. A

Congressional Joint Economic Committee reviewed comparative NATO de-

fense efforts (Table 4, page 26) with considerable misgivings.

The statistics were disturbing to American Congressmen because

the United States exceeded all NATO members in the percentage of its

gross national product expended for defense. Equally disturbing was

the small proportion of the population under arms in many NATO countries.

In the view of some Americans, the growing affluence and economic

strength of many NATO members, combined with their proximity to the

Soviet threat, dictated a more equitable sharing of the defense burden.

One result of the Congressional review was to increase emphasis

upon the sale of military equipment to allies rather than furnishing

grant aid. The principal objectives of the FM5 Program were to:

1) promote the defensive strength of our allies consistent with our

political and economic objectives; 2) promote the development of a

common logistics system with our allies; and 3) offset the unfavorable

United States BOP position resulting from deployments abroad. 3 7

The FMS Program has largely succeeded in accomplishing its stated

objectives. Our NATO allies, particularly West Germany, are substantially

equipped with American weaponry. They have an investment in maintaining

continued American support of these armaments. Table 1, page 13, reveals

that military sales have been instrumental in significantly reducing

net military contributions to the BOP deficit.

3 7Statement by Robert C. Moot, Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller), before the U.S., Congress, Joint Economic Comittee,
Subcommittee on International Exchange and Payments, A Review of Bal-
ance of Paents Policies 8earinga, 91st Congo, let Se o,
l4 Januar7 1909, p. 1011.
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Table 4. Comparative Defense Efforts# NATO Nations 38

Calendar Year Calendar Year Percent of Men under Arms
1962 ONP -V 1962 Defense GNP(factor 1962

Country (factor, cost Expenditures cost) for _

billions of (millions of Defense, Percent Total
U.S. dollars) U.S. dollars) 1962 of number

Popula- (thous)
tion

European:
b/

Belgium 12.2 416 3.4 1.2 107
Denmark 6.3 223 3.5 1.0 47
France 56.7 4,206 7.4 2.0 921
Germany 72.1 14,094 5.7 .7 399
Greece 3.3 168 5.1 1.9 163
Italy 33.4 1,351 4.0 .7 367
Luxembourg .46 7 1.6 1.2 2
Netherlands 11.9 596 5.0 1.2 1142
Norway 4.6  191 4.2 .8 30
Portugal 2.4 211 8.8 1.14 128
Turkey 5.4 330 6.1 1.6 1466
United Kingdom 69.0 5,001 7.2 .8 1425

Non-European:
Canada 31.0 1,646 5.3 .7 131
United States .506.7 54,452 10.7 1.5 2704

--aGNF shown in this table is based on factor cost. This method
of computation is used in NATO and gives figures significantly different
from those arrived at through the method'of computation normally used
by U.S. economists. GNP at factor cost does not include indirect taxes
but does include business subsidies. It gives a more favorable impression
for European countries in that GNP shows as a smaller figure and
defeme expenditures as a greater percentage of GNP.

k/Iceland is not included because it does not maintain a defense
force and does not contribute funds to European infrastructure.

8Department of Defense statistic as cited in U.S., Congress,
Joint Economic Committee The United States Balance of Payents Report,
Bth Cong., 2nd sees., "p.9

I; o .... . . . .. - , .],



Military Assistance Prorram (MAP)

It is necessary to briefly consider the effect of balance of

payment considerations upon the Military Assistance Program because our

European logistical support posture had remained intertwined with aspects

of that Program. The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 took cognizance of

MAP contributions to the balance of payment deficit when Section 60h (a)

of the Act directed that:

Funds made available under this Act may be used for procurement
outside the United States only if the President determines that
such procurement will not result in adverse effects upon the economV
of the United States or the industrial mobilization base, with
special reference to any areas of labor surplus or to the net
position of the United States in its balance of payments with the
rest of the world, which outweigh the economic or other advantages
to the United States of less costly procurements outside the
United States... 39

Expenditures under MAP were separated into three groups: 1) off-

shore procurement, 2) support of the NATO infrastructure and 3) other

MAP activities. MAP offshore procurement was basically of three typess

1) Purchases of equipment in Western Europe and Japan to be supplied

as grants to third countries;

4 2) The Mutual Weapons Development Program under which the United

States shares the cost of defense research projects in foreign

nations;

3) The Weapons Production Program under which the U.S. provides

technical and other assistance to help NATO Anlies establish

defense production lines.

3 9Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (MAP/FHS) as cited n U.S.#
Department of Defense Directive 2i25.10 ndlitar Assistance Program

4Offshore" Procurement (tMP/OSP)", Jauu7 2, 1962, P. 8 .
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As a result of BOP considerations end guidance furnished by the

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, HAP offshore procuremmnt vs authorised

only under the following conditions:

1) Government-to-Government cost-sharing projects under the Mutual
Weapons Development Program;

2) Government-to-Government commitments involving cost-sharing
production projects, when HAP offshore procurement is an Integral
part of the cost-sharing commitment;

3) Procurement required to support overriding foreign policy objec-
tives as approved by the Secretary of State;

4) Procurement required to support overriding military logistical
considerations whiph are important to the defense capabilities
of the Free World.o 0

During 1961, the Military Assistance Program was authorized a

10% price differential to encourage domestic source acquisitions; this

was later increased to 2 % and subsequently to 50 % in December 1963.

During 1963, policy guidance was revised to require that offshore pro-

curement under HAP cost-sharing agreements be limited to the fulfillment

of prior commitments.41 These actions and emphasis upon FM substan-

tially reduced the scope of the European Military Assistance Program

(Tabloi2, page 50).

*10

U.So Department of Defense, Directive 2125.1, paragraph IV9
p. 2.

_ U.S.,O Department of Defense, News Release 11-68 Statement
Summarizing Actions by the Department of Defense Serving to Reduce
the Now Foreign Exchange Coats of Defense Activities During the Period
Fr 1961-F! 1967, January 4, 1968, pp. 18-19.

I
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CHAPTER III

REFINEMENT OF THE BALANCE OF PAYMENT PROGRAM,

1964-1970

Executive Guidance

President Johnson continued the emphasis of his predecessors

upon reducing contributions to the BOP deficit. In the area of logis-

tical support, his 1965 Message to Congress noted that he had requested

the SeCretary of Defense to:

1. Shift defense buying from sources abroad to sources in the U.S.
2. Reduce the staffs in overseas headquarters
3. Streamline overseas support operations
4 . Work with our defense partners to increase their offset purchases

of military equipment in the U.S. 42

In President Johnson's final Economic Report, he identified three

* strategic options considered by his Administration in its quest to

* achieve savings of foreign exchange in the military area. These options

consisted of reducing the level of security, obtaining increased contri-

butions of military forces from other countries, or neutralizing the

* foreign exchange costs of the United States military commitment. The

first option was considered unacceptable. The second alternative wasj ~ pursued, but due to its sensitive political implications, required a

.2UoSo, President, 1963-1968 (Johnson), Review of International
Balance of Payments and our Gold Position: Messages.e, 69th Congp,

lst.Sess°, February 10, 1965 as cited in Hal H. Dunnip, "Gold Flow
Effects on Department of Defense Operations"s (unpublished reportp
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, March 12, 1969), p. 6.

29
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long-term effort. As a result, the last option was given immediate

emphasis and its implementation during the period 1964-1970 wil be

reviewed in this Chapter. 4'

Cost Effectiveness of CONUS Procurement

Daring the 1960's, DOD returned a large quantity of procurements

to the United States under the provisions of the 50 percent differential

allowance. Approximately $973 million in procurement returns were

accomplished at a budgetary cost of $388 million, or O percent (Table 5,

page 31).

The $340 million in foreign procurement avoidances for items

used overseas refers to comon military supply requirements. In all

probability, the actual value of returned "procurements for use overseas'

substantially exceeded statistics reflected in Table 5, page 31. This

is true because once a reliable stateside source was established for an

item, its management method changed from overseas local procurement to

centralized management and procurement at national inventory control

points (NICP's). After coding an item for centralized management,

subsequent overseas requirements would be routinely referred to the

appropriate NICP. The volume of such management changes and referral

actions made it increasingly difficult to accurately identify procurement

returns. As a result of this administrative problem, maintenance of

procurement return figures was discontinued after fiscal year 1967.4

° 43Economic Repor~~_t of the Presidents January gsintn ..

Government Printing Office, 1969), p. 143.

44Telephone conversation between the author and Hr. Herbert Kraftv
Office of the Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), 13 December 1973.
(Because of less complex accounting procedures, the maintenance of pro-
curement return statistics for petroleum and construction contracts was
continued beyond fiscal year 1967)
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Table 5. Results of Department of Defense Procurement Return Programs 45

(Values in Millions)

Foreign Percentage
Results Procure- Added Added

I for ment Budgetary Budgetary
Program Initiated Period Avoided Cost Cost

Procurement late 1Y6O/ FY 61- S6IU 75 23%
for use early 1961 Fr 67
overseas

Procurement mid CY 1962 Fr 63- 13 4 31%
for use in FY 67
the U.S.

POL early Fr 65- 330 164 50%
procurement Cy 1965 FY 68

Construction mid CY F! 63- 290 145 50%

1962 FY 69

$973 $388 40%

1 hi4
Contained in statement by Robert C. Moot before the U.8.,p

Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on International
Exchange and Payments, A Review of Balance of Pments Policies#
Hearings, 91st Cong., lt S.* January l4, 1969# p. 102.

'

I
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In actuality, the magnitude of all categories of procurement

returns reflected in Table 5, page 31P may be understated because it is

reasonable to-hypothesize that the fifty percent differential discouraged

some foreign competition. That is# it could be expected that foreign

concerns would submit a bid only when they believed that they oAld

still be competitive after application of the evaluation factor, 6

The Petroleum Procurement Program reflected significant achieve-

ments in foreign procurement avoidance# but also indicated a high

budgetary cost. It should be noted that in those cases where petroleum

is procured from an American-owned international company, DOD payments

are made directly to the corporate headquarters in the United States.

During the 1960's, oil company representatives indicated that as low

as forty cents of each dollar went into the foreign exchange accounts

of other countries. However, the current trend toward greater foreign

control of oil interests is diminishing the Importance of this once

favorable factor.

Dependent upon circumstances, some overseas procurement re-

:1 mained desirable despite balance of payment considerations. Factors

influenig foreign petroleum procurement include transportation, the

location of refinery capacity, the desirability of multiple sources of

supply, and political oonsiderations. In addition to the factors of

46UoS., Congress, Joint Economic Committee, A Re of Bala
of Paoments Policies. pe 136t

7 nterview with Joseph J. Ykir# OASD(I&L)s Petroleum Logistics
Policy Directorate, Department of Defense, September 15, 1966, as cited
by James F. Warnocks, in OForeign Military urement and the Balenoe
of Payments Problem*# (unpublished report# Industrial Uolleg of the
Armed Forces, March 1967), p. 52.
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cost and availability, some procurement determinations were made based

* upon contracts negotiated in return for base rights.h8

Another important consideration in evaluating the cost effective-

ness of procurement returns is an analysis of the potential impact of

the "feedback effect". Studies have indicated that for every dollar of

reduction in defense spending, about sixty-cents in United States exports

would be lost.49  This ratio is probably too high for Western Europe

because of its relatively strong economies.

However, England and some other Western European countries

have to concern themselves with BOP considerations and this situation

has been recently aggravated by rapidly escalating oil prices. Table 6,

page 34, reflects how increases in the assumed feedback discount factor

progressively reduce the net balance of payment savings realized by

avoidances of foreign procurements, In effect, the reduction of the net

balance of payment savings results in increased budgetary costs to

achieve procurement avoidances,

If we assume a 20 percent "feed back* effect for FT 65-F 68

i petroleum procurement avoidance of $330 million, we find the effective

added budgetary cost to be 62 percent:

Foreign Assumed Feed- Net Balance of Added Effective
Procurements back/Disoont Payments Budgetary Added Bod-
Affected % "Savings" Cost getary

Cost %

$330 20% $264.0 $164 62%

48 Campbell and Shus, p. 24.

49U.S., Departmant of CommereU, Balanceof P t, p 73-B.
(Also refer to Chapter Ili. Dollar Flow* for an expl tion of he
*feedback effect".)
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Table 6. Impact of Varying Feedback/Discount Factors50

(Values in Millions)

Net Effective
Assumed Balance Added

Foreign Feedback/ of Added Budgetary
Procurements Discount Payments Budgetary Cost
Affected % *Savings' Cost %

$250 0% *25o.o $100 0%

250 10% 225.0 100

250 15% 212.5 100 117%

250 20% 200.0 100 50%

250 25% 181.5 100 53%

250 30% 175.0 100 57%

250 0% 150.0 100 67%

5 0Herbert H. Kraft, Jr., *The Impact of the U.S. Balance of Paymenta
Problem on the Department of Defenses (unpublished reports industrial
College of the Armed Forces, 1970), p. 115.

S .1
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Base Construction and Maintenance. 1964-1970

During the period 1964-1970, DOD made a concerted effort to

assure that all construction not absolutely essential to military needs

was deferred or eliminated. The foreign exchange costs of essential

construction were reduced by the use of 1) United States procured

materiels, 2) United States government furnished material and equipment#

3) United States flag carriers, 4) prefabricated structures manufactured

in the United States, and 5) competent troop labor.51 As reflected in

Table 5# page 31, construction procurement avoidances of $290 million

were achieved for Fr 63-Fl 69 at an added budgetary cost of $145 million

while disregarding the "feedback" effect. The reliability of figures

indicating expenditures for military construction are marginal because

of the difficulty in determining the proportion of contractor expenses

incurred from domestic and foreign sources.52 Often, contractor records

failed to indicate the initial source of their materiels and services.

In Ebrope, negotiations were begun for offset agreements,1 particularly with West Germany, whereby our Allies would rehabilitate

the barracks of United States forces and thereby alleviate some of the

burden of United States military construction expenditures* A system of

international competitive bidding for maintenance and construction con-

tracts# supporting the Jointly financed NATO infrastructure facilities,

was adopted. This made it possible for American companies to coqapte

'U.S.# Department of Defense, News Release 11-68. p. 17.

52 U.S., Bureau of the Budget, U.S. Review Comittee for Balance
of Psqments Statistics, The Balance of Payments Statistics of the
United 5tites: A Review and Apraisal (Washilngton, D.C.: G rent
krinting Office, 19b5), p. 19L.

I.
- - - -
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with firme from other participating countries.*
3

Offset Areements. 1964-1970

In addition to its unilateral efforts to reduce overseas upending#

the United States aggressively pursued arrangements with its Eropean

Allies to offset foreign exchange expenditures by two principal methods:

j cost-sharing and Foreign Military Sales(M). Support of the NATO

Infrastructure involves joint financing by all members of the Alliance.

The common funding is based on a cost-sharing formula which is approved

by all countries. At the beginning of the program, only airfields and

signal communications were eligible for cost-sharing. As the result of

American initiatives, joint financing categories were increased to

include such items as war headquarters, training installations, missle

sites, pipelines, and ammunitions storage depots. Installations

established solely for the use of national forces, referred to as the 4
National Infrastructure, remained solely a budgetary responsibility of /
the controlling nation. Installations established or operated for NATO

:1 international commanders, identified as Common Infrastructurep were

subject to the cost-sharing formula except for site acquisition and the

provision of certain utilities.5

Despite significant progress# American concern about foreign

53Campbel and Shue, p. 23.

54U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Government Operations$
An Investi ation of U.S. Participation in the NATO Common Infrastruc-
ture Program, Hearings, U9th Cong. 2nd Sess., October 1966, pp. -5e

55NATO Information Service, Facts About the North Atlantic

Treaty Organisation. (Paris, nn.,e 1965)9
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exchange costs remained and was formally expressed by Deputy Secretary

of Defense Nitze at the December 1967 NATO Ministerial Meeting:

We will, therefore, continue to maintain forces in Europe for
as long as they are desired. In saying this, however, I must also
point out an anomaly in European attitudes which cannot persist.
This is that on the one hand there should be no diminution of U.S.
forces, but that on the other hand the responsibility for continuing
U.S. deployments in Europe is none of Europe's affair. It is essen-
tial that deficits suffered by countries as a result of their stationing
troops abroad in the common effort shogld be treated and solved by
their allies on a cooperative basis. 5o

This continued American emphasis resulted in a reexamination of

efforts directed toward interallied weapons collaboration. Since 1949,

the NATO Allies had attempted to blend their separate efforts into a

common program for developing and producing defense weapons* The first

coordinated efforts at defense production were made by the Military

Production and Supply Board established in November 1949 and by its

successor the Defense Production Board established in December 1950.

In 1952, a Production and Logistics Division was established as part of

a newly created International Staff of NATO. 5 1 After 1960, the United

States coordinated with the Production and Logistics Division to:

1) Further the practice of cooperative logistics and standar-
dization with our allies by integrating our supply systems to
the maximum extent feasible and by helping to limit proliferation
of different types of anmmition.

2) Reduce the costs, to both our allies and ourselves, of
equipping our collective forces, by avoiding unnecessary and costly
duplication development programs and by realizing the economies
possible from larger production runs.

3) Offset, at least partiall the unfavorable balance-of-

5 6 U.S., Department of the Treasury, Mainta.. the Str th

of the U.S. Dollar in a Strong Free World Poonog s.
N.., January 19O)p p. 1.

57]ATOO pp. 119-120.
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payments impact of our deployments abroad in the interest of col.
lective defense. 58

American and Allied efforts to realize multilateral weapons

development and production programs have met with modest successes and

some significant failures including the ill-fated Main Battle Tank (MDT)

Program. Some standardization had been achieved, but it has more

commonly been realized by single source procurement agreements rather

than by multilateral production programs. The United States was able

to exploit its technological leadership, the large size of its own

weapons procurement program, and its superior logistic support system

to expand its military equipment sales. Foreign Military Sales totaled

more than $10 billion from 1960 through 1970, with 70 percent of that

figure delivered during the 1965-1970 period. While partially offsetting

our foreign exchange costs, it had the salutory effect of modernizing

the forces of our Allies while measurably standardizing logistics and

60equipment support, . West Germany, in particular, closely integrated

many aspects of its military logistics system into a cooperative effort

1with the United States. An offset agreement executed with West Germany

provided for their use of United States supply lines, depots, and main-

tenance and support facilities. 6 1 The German Government agreed to the

procurement of military goods and services on a scale significant in

relation to the German defense effort but not necessarily at a level to

58Statement by Robert S. McNamaras Secretary of Defense, before

U.S., Congress, Joint Session of the Armed Services Committee and the
Subcommittee on Department of Defense Appropriations* Fiscal Year
1966-1972 Defense Program and 1968 Defense Budgetv Hearns3 90th Gong.#
lot Saso., January 1967, p. 34.

5 9Piekarz, "Defense Impacts on International Pqmsnts*', p. 18.

60Campbell and Shuep p. 26.

6 lG0rard, p. 23.
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completely offset United States military foreign exchange expendittreso 6 2

Logistical Implications of Strategic Redeployment

It is not within the scope of this study to evaluate the merits

of forward deployment in Europe versus strategic airlift redeployment

concepts. However, it is worthwhile to note the logistic ana balance

' i of payment implications of redeployment because it has remained a subject

of Congressional interest since the successful "Big Lift Redeployment

Exercise" of 1 9b3. The attitude of many proponents of strategic re-

deployment shared the enthusiasm of Deputy Secretary of Defense

Roswell Gilpatric when he announced:

This Big .ift Exercise will demonstrate our ability to project
our military power far more quickly over far larger distances than
has ever been the case in the past. By employing such a multibase
capability, the U.S. should be able to make useful reductions in its
heavy overseas military expenditures without diminishing its effe-
tive military strength or its capacity to appJy that strength
swiftly in support o" its world-wiae policy commitments. bJ

Critiub or strategic redeployment noted potential problems of

air interdiction, decimated lorwara airfie.las and depots, delayed respon-

91 siveness, impaired credibility of our will to defend Western Europe,

'and the high costs of developing an adequate airlift capability and

6 2.S., Congress, Combined Subconnittee of Foreign Relations

and Armed Services Committees, United States Troops in Europe, Hearings,
90th Cong., 1st Sess., April 26 and Hay 3, 1967, as cited in Stanley Me
Umstead, "Defense Aspects of the U.S. Balance of Payments Problem"#
(unpublished report, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, April 1, 1968),
p. 6h.

63RosweUl Gilpatric, Speech given in Chicage, Illinois on
October 19, 1963, as cited in Allan R. Scholin, *Big Lift Boon, Boon-
doggle or Bust", Air Force and Spae Digest. December 1963, p. 35.



propositioning equipment and uppli. 64 The controversy resulted in

a comprehensive evaluation by the Institute for Defense Analyses who

assumed a 15 to 30 day warning of impending hostilities and the require-
ment for redeployment of combat forces only# not service support acti-

vities. The study determined that complete propositioning of equipment

was most economical, but even with complete propositioning it found

that costs of $2 to $13 would be required for each $1 crtailntof

expenditures abroad. The cost to foreign exchange savings ratio de-

pended on the military unit deployed and the time allowed for airlift. 6 5

Table 7, page 41 provides a sampling of typical units evaluated for the

cost effectiveness of redeployment. Redeployment costs did not consider

the implied expenses of investment in duplicate equipment due to prepo-

sitioning, the cost of providing adequate stateside facilities for

exercises and maintaining ground forces at a higher state of alert.6 6

In addition to the high cost of redeployment, the not reduction

in foreign currency spending in not equivalent to the total operating

costs of the deployable unit. The prepositioning expenses to include

the initial investment cost for facilities and the long-term operating

* costs must be considered, Table 8, page 42 provides a samplin of

typical units for their potential net contribution tovard reducing

foreign aurrency spending.

6 4Stefan Geisenheyner, "And How Did the 3zropeana Size up Big
Lift, Air Force and Space Digest, December 1963, pp. 38-40 and
Piekarzs "Defense impacts on International Pormte'g p. 12.

65 Cox, Piekars and Thcmm, pp. 2-5.

66 1d., pp. 10s 41, and 60.
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Table 7. Cost-Effectiveness of Redeployment 67

Cost of Complete
Propositioning Reduction
& Troop Airlift in Spending Cost
Milions of in Europe,, Effectiveness Ratio
Dollars Millions of 15 Day 30 Day

Army Unit 6 Day 21 Day Dollars!Y Deployment Deployment

ROAD Armored
Division (17E) 790.56 44l3.07 117-4i3 6.7 3.7

ROAD'Mechanized
Division (37E) 795.96 416.96 125.33 6.4 3.3

Field Artillery
Battalion 10 5SF 23.57 12.69 3-56 6,6 3.5

(6-345E)

Ehgineering
Battalion Combat
Army (5-35D) 26.4~7 11.74* 4.69 5.4* 2.3

Corps Signal -5 ) 3 -5.05 3 .Battalion (115D 30 1670 53 6.13.

Armored Cavalry
Squadron (17-55D) 4*2.87 23.14* 6.60 6.5 3.5

Field Artillery
Battalion Pershing 33.28 18.70 4.70 7.140

(6-615T)

- Reductions in expenditures.ad costs of prepositioning projected
for a five year period.

j -kk/A 15 to 30 day warning of impending hostilities is assumed
during which U.S. forces could prepare and deploy for combat without
interference, This assumption in made in order to minimize the airlift
and propositioning requirements of troops redeployed In the U.S.....

671bid, Pe59
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Table 8. Net Reduction 1r Foreign Currency Sgending from Redeployment
to the U.S. oo

Foreign Expenditures
Reduction in for Prepositionig
Foreign 5 Year
Spending From Investment in Prepositioning Net
Redeployment, Prepositioningp Costs, Reduction,
Millions Millions of Millions of Millions

Army Unit of Dollars Dollars !/ Dollars b/ of Dollars

ROAD Armored
Division (17E) 124.29 4.50 2.36 117.43

ROAD Mechanized
Division (37E) 131.80 4.21 2.26 125.33

Field Artillery
Battalion 10 5SP 3.78 0.13 0.07 3.58

(6-3145E)

Engineering
Battalion Combat
Army (5-35D) 5.11 0.16 0.06 4. 8 9

Corps Signal
* Battalion (11-15D) 5.70 0.22 0.09 5.39

, Armored Cavalry i

Squadron (17-55D) 6.92 0.21 0.11 6.60

Field Artillery
Battalion Pershing

(6-61ST) 5.07 0.27 0.10 4.70

-aOne-time outlays for duplicate equipment, warehouse and con-

struction.

b/The sum over the five years of the continuing outlays for pay,

subsistence# rotation, and training for the men needed to protect end
maintain the equipment.

68
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Horeover, the true extent of foreign exchange savings had to con-

sider that any reduction in our European deployments would result in

a corresponding reduction in the magnitude of offset agreements,

Also, there wouLd be an adverse "feedback* impact on military sales and

foreign comercial procurements from the United States. Although nre

recent empirical study data is unavailable, and the C51 aircraft has i/

measurably improved our strategic airlift capabilityp it would appear

that cost considerations remain a limiting factor in any consideration

of large-scale redeployment.
6 9

It would be a gross oversimplification to attribute strategic

redeployment concepts and related force-level and weaponry stratification

changes, during the 1960's, solely to balance of payment considerations,

However, potential foreign exchange savings have certain y been a

consideration in these areas and in decisions resulting in the phase-out

* of the B-47 strategic bomber elements in Earopep the minle activities

in the United Kingdom, several La Crosse and 200 na. gun battalions in

Earope, and 1102 interceptor squadrons in Spain*7 0

A Statistical keassessment. 19o0-1970

Between 1960 and 19Y0, defense expenditures increased from

$3,uO1 million to $4, 8t51 million (Table 9, page '46). The increase was

largely attributable to rising foreign prices and offshore procurement

69An evaluation of experience data derived from redeployment exer-
cises of the 1ST Infantry Division (Mechanized) would provide some contem-
porary information on this subject. The Division employs a dual basing
concept with its main body at Fort Riley# Kansas, and one Brigade in
West Germany. The Division conducts annual OReforger" redeployment exer-
cises. "it was a concept instituted in the years of the Vietnam War to
conserve troop strnth and to a leviate the BOP problatn'. Kansas Ci

a~rch 28, 19, p. 6B.

70ytko, p. 681 and Unstead, pp. 53-5.
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in support of the Vietnam War effort. In Europe, DOD had expended

$1,652 million in 1960 and remained below that level until 1970.

Increased prices and the 1969 Deutsche mark revaluation caused our

European expenditures to total $1,774 for 1970 (Table 10s page 47).

DOD experienced its least success in controlling expenditures byt

1) U.S. personnel, 2) military exchanges and clubs, and 3) employment

of foreign citizens either through direct hire or contractural services,

and 4) general contractural services.

Expenditures declined or increased at a more moderate rate in

the areas of construction, support of the NATO infrastructure, pro-

curement of materiels and supplies, and the Military Assistance Program

(Table 9, page 46). The value of grant aid deliveries to Europe that

had averaged $967 million during the period 1950-1963, was reduced to

a yearly average of $50 million for 1964-1970 and amounted to only

$12.8 million for 1970 (Table l, page 49 ). Concurrently, Foreign

Military Sales to Europe increased from a yearly average of $120 million

during the period 1950-1963 to $579 million for 1964-1970 with sales of

$639.4 million for 1970 (Tible 12, page 50). In 1960, expenditures in

* Europe totalled 53 percent of overseas defense expenditures versus

36 percent during 1970 (Chart 1, page48).

4i Although DOD witnessed a gradual increase in its net military

BOP deficit during the 1960's, the contributions of our European defae

forces actually declined when both expenditures and Foreign Military

Sales were considered.71 Adjustments to the OP problem in Europe,

71Our 1960 defense expenditures of $1,652 million in Europe were
partially offset by total military sales of $335 million, or a net mili-
tary BOP deficit of $1, 317 million.

Our 1970 defense expenditures of $1774 million in Europe were
partially offset by military sales to European Allies valued at $639
million, or a net military BOP deficit of $1,135 million.

Survey of Current Business. Vols 53 and 56s June 1973# pp. 24-28.
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had a profound effect upon our logistical posture in the areas of supply

and procurement procedures, base construction and maintenance, fati-

lities usage, mutual weapons development and coproductions and logis-

tical support of our NATO allies.

t
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Table 9. Defense Expenditures Abroad for Goods and Services,
by Major Category 72

(Millions of Dollars)

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

TOTAL 3,087 2,998 3,105 2,961 2,880 2,952 3,764 4,378 4,535 4,856 4,851

Department of
Defense Expendi-

tures 2,722 2,694 2,839 2,765 2,755 2,894 3,718 4,367 4,526 4,845 ,8I1
Expenditures by
U.S. Personnel
and by Military
Exchanges, Clubs,

eta. 806 772 829 843 954 1,050 1,256 1,391 I,499 1,651 1,833
Foreign Citizens
(direct and con-
tract hire) 363 388 114 429 h09 422 482 558 581 652 686

Construction 166 152 110 92 106 152 353 382 272 326 261
NATO Infrastruc-

ture 117 50 85 56 55 41 146 149 55 33 140
Contractual Ser-

vices 466 490 522 536 570 589 754 993 1,056 1,094 1,086
Major Equipment 56 59 79 814 88 75 1145 197 199 198 181
Hateriels and

Supplies 551 579 589 510 427 453 492 721 809 833 713
Military Assis-

tance Program 197 201 211 215 1146 112 90 76 55 58 1411
, Coast Guard and

Atomic Energy
Commission De-
fense Expendi-
tures 365 304 266 196 125 58 46 11 9 11 10

4 72Campbell and Shue, p. 23.
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Table 10. Defense Expenditures Abroad for Goods and Services,
by Major Country 73

(Milions of Dollars

Jan.-
June 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
196o

TOTAL 3,087 2,998 3,105 2,961 2,880 2,952 3,764 4,378 4,535 4,856 4,851

Western Europe 1,652 19531 1,633 1,523 1,492 1,468 1,535 1,616 1,536 1,628 1,774
BelgiumvLuxe..
bourg 28 12 16 12 11 12 14 35 37 39 37

Denmark/
Greenland 51 37 34 42 36 40 37 36 34 33 30

France 274 286 268 2143 218 208 206 97 25 18 17
Germany 649 636 749 691 694 714 770 837 878 9148 1,080
Greece 19 18 20 27 28 31 24 26 29 23 23
Iceland 14 14 12 10 11 13 17 24 18 17 21
Italy 116 97 114 93 102 106 106 102 106 122 108
Netherlands 37 28 34 31 40 41 43 49 41 i4 44
Norway 17 14 15 14 24 24 28 38 32 18 8
Spain 64 54 52 49 49 45 50 48 43 47 53
Switzerland 9 6 5 8 10 11 10 12 10 12 12
Turkey 57 54 55 50 58 42 49 48 49 143 41
United Kingdom 287 225 197 184 173 154 146 210 173 208 228
Other and unallo-

cated 30 50 62 69 38 31 35 54 61 56 72

Canada 387 357 326 296 258 177 205 232 285 2%6 253
Other Western Hemi- r

sphere 89 100 87 92 94 80 68 81 82  / 6 4  51
Australia, New Zea-
land and South
Africa 75 98 103 105 103 57 59 29 33 42 48

Other Countries 825 855 880 u66 847 1,081 1,806 2,318 2,094 2,714 2,607Bahrein 36 143 39 35 31 36 38 56 61 50 140

Japan 412 392 382 368 321 3146 14814 538 580 651 670
Korea 94 112 103 90 91 97 160 237 302 364 323
Morocco 26 21 18 16 7 4 5 6 6 6 7
Philippines 47 49 51 46 58 81 147 167 171 189 174

, Ryuku Islands 78 93 96 97 115 123 150 188 201 229 249
Saudi Arabia 42 45 h 4 43 37 36 51 53 91 92 79ITaiwan 25 23 22 20 21 21 60 70 76 80 83Thailand 5 8 30 27 3470 183 2863182 64226
Vietnam 1 2  a37  52 64 IN 408 564 556 5-6 527
Other and unaflo-

cated 53 57 58 72 68 79 120 153 132 213 229

a]neludes Cubodia and Laos 7 3Cpbell and Shue, p. 26.
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Table 11 Military Assistance Program-Value of Grant Aid Deliveries:
1950-1970 75

In millions of dollars. For years ending June 30. Covers
programs authorized and appropriated by the Foreign Assistance Act and
the Foreign Assistance Appropriation Acts. Does not include military
assistance to Thailand and the other countries in Southeast Asia, which
was formerly a part of this program but which has been withdrawn and put
in the Department of Defense appropriation. Represents military equip-
ment and supplies delivered and expenditures for services. Includes
(a) equipment and supplies procured for the Military Assistance Program
or from procurement or stocks of military departments; and (b) services
such as training, military construction, repair and rehabilitation of
excess stocks, &apply operations, mad other charges.

Area and Country 1950-1963 1964-1970 1970

Europe 13,542.-8 703.5 12.8
Belgim 1,189.6 W1.0 -
Denmark 530.0 87.9 -
France "- 4,l445 8.5 -
Germany 900.4 .4 f
Itely 2,160.o 130.3
Luxembourg 8.2 - -
Netherlands 1,153.7 63.3 -
Norway 701.1 187.3 .3
Portugal 293.9 24.0 1.3
Spain 436.4 141.9 10.9
United Kingdom 1,034.0 .5 -
Yugoslavia 693.9 -

- epresents sero.

W(Tota3l include countries not shown separately.
75 .S., Bheau of the Census, Statistical A&tract of the United

States 1971. Frepared under the direction of .LLLI [etup,. WWau lingtu

N
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Table 12. Military Assistance Program-Foreign Miitary Sales Deliveriess
1950-1970 76

In milLions of dollars. For years ending June 30. Covers sales
authorised and appropriated under the Foreign Military Sales Act.
Includes deliveries of equipment, supplies# and services purchased for
cash, U.S. Government financed credit, and U.S. Government guaranty of
private financed credit.

Area and Country 1950-1963 1964-1970 1970

Europe 149.5 h,057.3 639.4
BeLgium 53.3 61.7 7.9
Denmark 15.6 53.7 10.y
France 94.5 217. 12.4
Germany 1,323. 1 ,U15.2 226.2
Italy 513.4 316.4 50.4
Netherlands 31.5 66.9 6.4
horway 4.O 1l2.1 U.4
Portugal 3.7 4.2 1.1
Spain 1.1 7o.9 a.6
Sweden 21.3 9.2 .5
Switzerland 12.4 91.4 13.7
United Kingdom 58.1 1,151.4 221.5
lugoslavia 8.5 3.1 .3

WTotals include countries not shorn separatel.

*6d. ., p. 2u4.

i
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CHAPTER IV

A CHANGING LOGISTICAL POSTURES

1971-1974s

Adjustments in the BOP Account

On August 15, 1971, President Nixon suspended convertibility

of the dollar in response to international monetary pressures. At the

end of September 1971, United States liquid liabilities to all foreigners

amounted to $61 billion, or roughly three times our official reserves

77of $23 billion. In addition, the net liquidity position of the

balance of payment account for 1971 deteriorated sharply to a deficit

figure of $22 billion.78 For the first time since 1893, the United

States had experienced a trade deficit.
79

As a result, the 1972 international economic policy of the

United States pursued two major objectives. First, to improve the

United States balance of payment position and secondly, to make progress

on reform of the international economic system as it affected montaryp

trade, and investment relationships. Unlike 1960, primary attention of

77Thomas W.M. Smith, "The Strategic Implications of International
Monetary Reform', (unpublished study, National War College, July 10, 1972)9
p 1.

71U.S. Department of Commercep "Balance of Payment Developments
First Quarter 1973', Survey of Current Business LIII, No. 6 (June 19735,
p. 24,p line 33.

79"History of UoS. Balance of Payments', Congressional Waterl
Weekly Report. XX# No. 2 (January 1, 1972), p. 10.

XU.s., President, 1968- (Nizon), Economic Rsport3 Messae...
93rd Cong., lot Sees., 1973, p. 113.j 51
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government economists was directed toward remedial action in the area

of the commercial account rather than the military account. There were

a nuwber of reasons for this shift in emphasia to include: the deterior-

ation of the trade balance, the effects of the 1971 dollar revaluation,

changes in international capital flow and foreign investment relationships,

and the lessening significance of military overseas expenditures via a

the total balance of payment account.

In the late 1950's defense spending entering the balance of

payment account was equivalent to nearly one-fourth of United States

merchandise imports. By 1972, the proportionate relationship was reduced

to less than ten percent.8 1 The not defense impact (payments minus

receipts) on our BOP account ranged from -$2.1 billion to -$3.6 billion

between 1960 and the end of 1972.2 In dollars of constant buying power,

the net defense impact in Fr 1972 was one third lower than the Fr 1956-59

average.
8 3

Since 1970, DOD expenditures have risen gradually in Europe

with the 1971 and 1973 dollar revaluations contributing to increased

support costs.8  Table 13, page 54, reflects that while expenditures

have risen, the net adverse balance has fluctuated due to Foreign /

8 IFor example, the annual average for imports during the period
1956-1959 was $13.1 billion; whereas, defense spending entering the BOP
account averaged $3.2 billion, or, a 4%1 ratio. In 1972, imports were
valued at $.87 billion while defense spending entering the BOP account
amounted to $4.1 billion, or, a 10:1 ratio. U.S., Department of Defense,
Economics of Defense Speding p. 700

U.S. Department of Comere, Survey of Current Business. 1973,
p. 24, line 4.

t vU.S., epartment of Comerce, U.S. Balance of Pament p. 69.

/.S., President, 19613- (iszon), U.S. Ioretian Polit for the
10'sa Shavi •a (aurilgttge D.G.: GOveumn1 PrIntin
Orleet Ma 30 1YT J), Poo Oj.
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Military Sees and other cash receipts. Categories experiencing the 5

mot significant dollar rise in expenditures ye.:1) U.S. military end

dependents, 73 mil on, 2) foreign national employees, $129 ml jIn#

3) major equipment, 442 millionp and 4) services, $00 million. The

Increase in expenditures for major equipment was largely attributable

to procurement agreements for the Harrier Aircraft. As a percentile

Increase, petroleum products vere second on to major equipment.
0 5

it is reasonable to anticipate that the significance of oversea petro-

Leum expenditures will :increase as American sources diminish and foreign

prices Increase.

Procurement Actions to Lessen the =±eo or Overseas Expenditures

During 1971 and thereafter, the United States Armed Forces,

Europe, continued to pursue measures that would minimize the impact of

military expenditures upon the BOP account. For example, the UShB5JR

Procurement Directorate continued to coordinate the purchase of U.S. end

products and services under BUSH procedures. The use of U.S. owned ex-

cess foreign currencies and the purchase of commodities by barter

arrangements were additional techniques employed to reduce exchange losses.

Daring fiscal years 1971 through 1973, UShEEUR overseas procurements

increased each year; however program such as those enumerated above

lessened the BOP impact by as much as ninety-three percent. 86  Table 15,

page 56, and Table 16, page 57# reflect the categories of expenditures

S and the types and dollar value of actions taken to lessen the BOP Impact.

8 5Refer to Table ls, page 55.

8 6 Informatina famished by the U M Directorate.
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Table 13. U.S. Defense Expenditures and Receipts entering the Inter-
national Be'lance of Paymmntsp NAIJTO Country

by Fiscal Yearo9T

(Millions of Dollars)

Fr 1971 FY 1972 FY 1973
"er Net Net

Expend- Cashf/ Adv. Extpend- CashV Av. Expend- Cash=" Av.
European NATO itures Receipts Bel. itures Receipts Bal. itures Receipt. Bl.

Belgium -
Lexeabourg 42 7 35 4t 9 39 44 5 39

Denmark-
Greenland 30 10 20 34 12 22 32 18 14

France 21 6 15 17 5 12 18 4 14

Germany 1178 243 935 1391 299 1092 1469 534 935
Greece 26 16 10 29 22 7 48 31 17

Iceland 22 - 22 22 - 22 24 2 22

Ita2y 11 18 66 125 54 71 131 53 76
Netherlands 54 13 41 56 16 40 61 37 24J

Norvay 9 28 +19 9 12 +3 10 21 .11
Portugal-/  9 1 8 10 2 8 10 2 8
Turkey 34 .5 29 32 - 32 26 1 25
United Lingdom 232 141 91 328 1143 195 125 187 138

Other NATO 44 25 19 37 24 13 45 17 28

I TOTAL, European
EATO 1816 513 1273 2149 598 1551 2241 912 1329

Woash receipts data include (1) sales of military items through the

U.S. Department of Defense; (2) sales of service. and excess personal property;
and (3) receipts for military equipment procured through private U.S. sources
where covered by government-to-government agreements# e.g., with the oderalRepublic of Germany. Excludes financial arrangments, e.g., sale and redmeptimo
of nedlum term UoS. securities with the VitO.

b/Includes Asores.

87Ststistios furished by Wb. lasmard Casobel, OSD(C).
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Table 14. U.S. Defense Expenditures Entering the International
Balance of Payments, by NATO Country,

by Category/ 88

($ in Millions)

FY 1971 FY 1972 Fr 1973

U.S. Military Civiians

and Dependentsk' 818.4 921.6 891.9

Foreign Nationals 293.5 368.1 422.1

Major Equipment 44.4 116.3 86.1

Construction 63.3 65.7 73.1

NATO Infrastructure 45.9 26.1 47.5

Petroleum, Oil,
Lubricants (POL) 65.8 73.8 98.0

Materials & Supplies 105.9 115.4 125.0

Services 292.4 362.3 380.6

All other Payments (NET) 85.6 99.9 116.9

Grand TOTAL 1815.5 2148.9 2241.2

N-Excludes subcontracts in NATO countries.

* k/Includes foreign expenditures by non-appropriated fund activities.

8statiation furnished by Mr. Leonard Campbell, oD(C).

I'I

i~j
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Table 15. USAREUR Procurement by Category; Gross Obligations
in Millions of Dollars 89

Conmodity FY 71 Fr 72 FY 73 FY 74
(ProjectLed)

Subsistence 36.5 47.4 54.9 60.0
Gen Sup/Clothing &
Textile Material 7.6 10.3 12.0 14.0

Office Machines - - 5.8 8.0

Facilities Engineering 82.4 99.5 130.2 140.0
Utilities (39.3) (49.7) (57.0) (60.0)
Repairs . (43.1) (49.8) (73.2) (80.0)

Stevedoring & Transpor-
tation 8.2 7.8 9.6 10.0

Packing & Containerization - - 4.3 5.0

Custodial & Guard Services 1.5 2.3 4.4 5.0

Education - - 6.7 8.0

EAM Rentals 6.9 6.1 6.0 8.0

DA Directed & MAP 13.1 5.7 8.6 10.0
Miscellaneous 15.7 20.6 6.6 7.0

Solid Fuels 31.6 39.7 27.1 30.0

Petrol Fuels & POL
Storage & Handling 21.7 31.0 38.5 40.O

Construction & Architec-
tural Engineering 83.6 46.7 50.5 60.0

Tank/Automotive/Hisale WPN
& Fire Contr Materiel
(Other than DA) 28.4 33.8 37.8 40.0

Repair Parts ' 5.9 4.0 2.7 5.0
Ammunition 2 •.4 - -I TOTAL of3.3 355.3 405.9 450.0.

89Ausimilation of statistics furnished by USAUgR hvmqmt
~Directorate*V

*1
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Table 16. USAREUR Procurement Offsets9

(Millions of Dollars)

Category Fr 71 F 72 F" 73 Fl 74(Proposed)

kurchase of U.S. End r'ro-
ducts and bervices 45.0 51.7 42.4 -

Barter Disbursements- 151.6 258.0 222.9 -

Other Offsets 33.1 20.8 24.3 -

TOTAL 229.7 330.5 289.6 165.0

Percent or USAREUR
Procurement Expenditures 67% 93% 70% 37%

-/Letter, HQ, USAFE LGP, subject: Offshore Procurement Program,
18 Harch 1974 indicates that Defense Procurement Circular 117,
18 June 1973, formally suspended the Barter Program because of the
uncertainty of the agriculture conmodity supply situation. However,
procurements already approved by the Commodity Credit Corporation
were not affected.

9OAssimilation of statistics furnished by the USAREUR Procure-
ment Directorate.

IiI
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BOP Impact upon Procurement Procedures

European supply and procurement activities have been furnished

detailed guidance and procedures for authorizing offshore procurement.

Some of the requirements substantially complicate the procurement

process and delay the completion of supply actions. For example,

the 1973 Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) establishes these

provisions for award of supply and service contracts:

...If, after bid opening, or receipt of proposals or quotations,
the contracting officer has knowledge that domestic cost exceeds
foreign cost by more than 50% of the foreign cost, he shall:
1) If the domestic cost is in excess of $10,000, forward the

matter for determination;
2) If the domestic cost is less than $10,000, award the contract

for United States end products or services unless the dif-
ferential of foreign cost is so large as to make procurement
of foreign end products or services clearly desirable... 9 1

The emphasis upon using CONUS sources of supply is illustrated

by the policy statement of the Army and Air Force. European Commands

relative to determining sources of supply (Appendixes A&B). Prior to

offshore procurement, these directives provide for testing the supply

system, unless specifically excepted. They also require a certificate

attesting to compliance with applicable BOP procedures and a signed

individual determination and findings (IDF) or reference to the directive

authorizing exemption. 9 2 Foreign source procurement determinations (FSPD)

require supporting facts indicating why the requirement cannot be forgone;

and why the.requirement is essential to military operations; and why

-91 91 Procedures for Supply and Service Contracts Restricted Soli-
citation, Paragraph 6-806.1, as cited in U.S. Department of Defense,
Armed Services Procurement Regulation- 1973.

9 2Letter, Headquarters, U.S. Armyq Nrope/7A AUAGD-M-SPP
14 September 1973, Source of Supply, with 1 enclosure.
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U.S. supplies and services cannot be used (Appendix C).9 3 Where the

price differential between the U.S. end product cost and the foreign

item is so great as to make the procurement of the foreign product

F clearly desireable, statements of fact and cost comparisons are re-

quired.94

BOP considerations have resulted in the establishment of pro-

curement constraints that are not confined to the purchase of sup-

plies, but consider the entire spectrum of logistical support.

Appendix D reflects BOP guidlines that are applicable to procurement

actions in support of: 1) construction, maintenance and repair of real

property facilities, 2) the Military Assistance Program, 3) nonappro-

priated fund activities, and 4) cooperation with Allies in research

and development of military equipment.

CONUS Procurement Support of Overseas Requirements

While securing authority for offshore procurement may entail

*considerable effort and time, it would appear that the procurement

administrative lead times (PALT) of our European procurement agencies

are highly coweetitive with CO4US purchasing activities.95 For examples

recent statistics indicate that the USAREUR PALT for purchases valued

at less than $2,500 normally varies from 3 to 7 days. Whereas, the

Defense General Supply Center, a stateside purchasing activity for

9USAME Regulation I1-16, Foreign Source krocurement Deter-
+ mnations, page 3, paragraph 5b, 1973.

94U.S. Department of the Aro, Burope, Procurement Instructions,
2 April 1973s, Paragraph 1-302.72, p. 108.

9 5PALT is the period of time required by a procurement activity
to process a purchase request from the date of its receipt to the date
of its awrd.
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general categories of supplies, experienced a PALT of approxittely

40 days for purchases valued at less than $2#500 in 1973. Procure-

ment administrative lead time for UAREUR purchases valued in excess of

$2p500 varied from 20 to 70 day3s9 while the PALt for the same dollar

category of purchase at the befense General Supply Center averaged

75 days during 1973. 9 The comparisons are an indicator but not

completely valid since the item being procured are not entirely

comparable.

A recent General Accounting O'fice Report identifies another i /
administrative consideration related to CONUS procurement of overseas

requirements. A survey conducted at the Defense General Supply Center,

for the period February througn M4y 1973, revealed a very high cancel-

lation rate ror overseas nonatock-numbered requisitions. Dring the

four month periuct there were ib152 requisition canIesJations which

were equivalent to approximate ly 3 percent of the zoraL receipt

workload. bixty-four percent of the cancellations were due to a lack

of adequate descriptive information to permit procurement.9 7 It is

reasonable to speculate that the high cancellation rate and communica-

'tions delays, impaired responsive supply support to the overseas cus-

*'1 tomer, It would appear that communications between the overseas cus-

tomer and his supporting procurement activity would be facilitated by

their being in close proximity to one another.

9USJREUR statistics extracted from USAREUR Procurement Instruc-
tion, 2 April 1973s, Paragraph 1-2100.71, p. 125.

Defense General Supply Center statistics furnished by the
Defense Supply Agency, PALT Report for Fr 1973p (Alexandria, Va.$ n.n.,
1973), pp. 169-170.

97Letter from the United States General Accounting Office, Norfolk
Virginia Region, to the Commander, Defense General Svly Center,
9 Jay 1973, on Requlsition Cancellation Causes.
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Emphasis upon using CONUS as the source of supply has resulted

in some problems in the areas of increased costa, decreased supply re-

sponsiveness, and impeded coordination and information exchange. How-

ever, developments in the areas of computerization, digital communi-

cations systems, automated procurement programs, and increased airlift

and sealift capabilities have ameliorated many areas of concern. For

example, the Defense Supply Agency ha. recently received military service

department support for its Project JZO which features automated pro-

curement and expedited transportation procedures to reduce supply

lead times for overseas customers. The Assistant Secretary of the

Air Force for Supply and Maintenance, Laurens H. Sullivan, noted that

4Project JZO would not only reduce overseas inventories but would also

* decrease overseas procurements and therby favorably impact upon the

military balance of payment account. 9 8

Although certainly not the only consideration, the reduction

of overseas procurements has been a factor in Army and Air Force efforts

to streamline logistical lines of support to overseas areas. Currently,

Army programs include the Direct Support Supply (DSS) System and the

Commercial Construction Equipment (CCE) Program. These concepts provide

for minimizing overseas stockage levels, "throughputing" supplies to

user activities, and reling on commercial supply and distribution sys-

tems to the maximum extent possible.

Buy U.S. Here (BUSH) procedures continue to be used in Europe,

by both the Air Force and Army. Products acquired through the BUSH

98 Letter, Department of the Air Force, Office of the Secretary
of the Air Force, 16 July 1973, Support of Materials Handling Equipment
(MHE) and Comercia ly Designed Construction Equipment in Overseas
Areas, p. L.
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Program must offer price and delivery advantages over those available

from sources in CONUS. Since BUSH contracts are for American mnufac-

tured goods acquired through the several thousand United States cam-

panies and affiliates located overseas, there is a favorable impact

upon our balance of payment account. Additionally, the military over-

seas activities are able to enjoy the benefits oft 1) local sources for

spare parts and maintenance support, 2) contractor installation ser-

vices for complex equipment, and 3) on-site coordination and information

exchange prior to procurem~nt. 9 9

Contractor Operated Parts Stores (COPARS) is a system closely

related to the BUSH concept and it is currently undergoing DOD level

review. The procedure calls for large American equipment suppliers to

maintain adequate support levels of repairables and spares in specified

CONUS and overseas areas. By June 1973, more than one hundred such

100stores were in operation. COPARS reflects the trend toward increased

reliance upon covmercial supply and distribution systems while promoting

military procurement of American manufactured products. Impetus for

this concept of using overseas distributors was provided by the findings

of the Conmission on Government Procurement. The Commission observed

that the "total economic cost" of UONUS centralized procurement and

9 9 Frank J. Jerich, and Felix H. Jewell, "An Analysis of the DOD's
Buy US Policy and It's Impact on the Local Purchase Support of Air Force
Overseas Activities", (unpublished thesis, School of Systems and
Logistics of the Air Force Institute of Technology, Air University,
1965), pp. 30-31 and 61.

1OOU.S., Department of Defense# Assistant Secretary of Defense (flL),
Memorandum on Contractor Operated Parts Stores, 14 November 1972; and
Defense Supply Agency, Fact Sheet on COPARS/COCESS in CONUS and Over.
seaw, 15 June 1973.
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supply systems had not been adequately determined by DOD and that pro-

ourements through the outlets of United States firm overseas M

offer a viable alternative. 1 0 1

Offset Agreementes 1971-1974

During the period 1971 to the presentj, Foreign Military Sales

to Western Europe have declined to between one-quarter to one-half of

the world wide total. This reduction reflects the cyclical natuw of

European defense procurement, the improved capabilities of European

countries to develop and produce their own equipment and our increased

sales to third world countries. The European countries ae gradoall

combining their total defense requirements to increase their production

base and form consortia for local industry participation which am

effectively compete with United States Foreign Military Sales. However,

the rising cost of labor in most European countries and the devaluation

of the dollar may make our military equipment more attractive. 10 2

In addition to the levelling off of our Foreign Military Sales

in Western Europe, United States procurements of military equipment from

NATO countries has risen measurably since 1971. The House Defense

Appropriation Subcommittee determined that the cost of building the

Harrier Aircraft in the United States was too high. As a result,

DOD committed several hundred million dollars for its procurement from

101U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Government Operations.
S of the Reort of the Commission on Government Procurement.
y2nd gong., 2nd Soon., Doember 1972, pp. 72-77.

10 2 Security Assistance Program, Mlitary Asistnce M N4
S Congressional ProsenUU00p 7186" 10W 174&

(80t P 2 ti e ztacta are not classified.)
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England with a consequent addition to the deficit of the military DOP

account. 10 3 Austere DOD budgetary conditions that are likely to en-

tinue for the forseemble futures combined with improved European

technology and their emphasis upon the development of weapons designed

primarily for a European battlefield scenario, my accentuate the

current trend toward overseas military equipment purchases. Howver,

there is also the possibility of negotiating additional overseas weapons

purchases through bilateral or multilateral offset agreements. For

exmq~e, the United States night purchase additional Harrier Aircraft

while Great Britain would buy other U.S. military hardware of an equal

dollar value. 104

hDuring 1973, 20 percent of the total United States weaponry

exports were comercial transactions, between American manufacturers

and foreign buyers, that were not credited as receipts against the

military DOP account. Congress encourages such direct sales when they

do not conflict with United States international interests. A compre-

hensive assessment of defense spending upon the United States DO?

position mat consider military sales and purchases made in the cam-

mercial sector of the ecoomy.

Increased prices end wages in European countries# combined with

Jaes Hessmin, and Bruce Cossabom, "BOP, NATO, Harrier and

a Cure for the KIH (Not Invented Here) Syndrome, Armed Forces Journalp
oCIXII NO. 3 (October 5, 1970), p. 22; and Cam;*iff-a7d Slej p. 24.

lOkHessena and Cossabom, pp. 22 and 0o.

1Suo, Department of Defense, D 112 Departmnt of
Defense Policy and Responsibilities Relating to Secri Assistance
ASD(ISA), 20 December 1972, paragraph III I, page 3.

.106 80ebal ~Growth in OGuns" CIII, no. 10 (March li, 1971),
p. 8?.tI!
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the devaluation of the dollar, have resulted In DOD efforts to empha.

size not only Foreign Military Sales but also other types of offset

agreements. The 1971 offset agreement with West Germany provided'for

j that country to procure more than $1.2 billion In equipment and supplies

from the United States during 1972 and 1973. A nov element of that agree-

ment was a German commitment to pursue a $185 million program for the

rehabilitation of barracks and other facilities used by United States

forces In Germany. 107 Despite the *real offaet@* of procurement and

direct payments, only about one-half of the gross United States outflows

on military accounts In West Germany were underwritten for 1971 through

1973 (Table 17,.page 66).

WIhether our NATO Allies increase their participation In offset

agreements Is currently uncertain. As noted previoua.y, the provisions

*1 of the Jackson-Nunn Amendment require a reduction in our NATO force

coimitment commensurate with the magnitude of our military BOP deficit.

An optimistic note was recently sounded by Secretary of Defense

Schlesinger when he indicated the likelihood of West Germany agreeing

to a $2.4& bil.lion, 100 percent offst, for the 1974-1975 period. 108

However, many Europeans still reject the idea that they should incur

increased taxes to defray United States costs for defending United

States interests In btrope; particularly, when they are denied equal control

over our nuclear arsenal located In Ehrape. 10 In addition, if the

10 1 Cpb.1 and Shue, p. 25.

'O6*tIIU.S. Troop Strength Urged", Kamn City Times# March 29#
1974a, p. 1.

1"Christopher J. Allaire, "How Can We Offset the Coats of U.S.
FocsIn the Meoral -e1-bla of Gewmn", (unubisedmmnorahs

AM War College, 1973)p PP. 16 and 171 and kith, p. 20.
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Table 17. U,.3 Military Deficits and Offset Agreeauenta thWt Germm,~196d-19'121 0

(Millions of Dollrs)

Fiscal Iear Uroes Covered b Offet Agreements
Deioit Total Financial Procurement Direct

measures Paments

1968 877 725 625 100 -

1:, ?Z5 625 100 -

1970-71 (tvo Year) 2100 1520 925 595 -

1972-73 (two year). 2005( 203 650 1200 184

1968-1973 TOTAL 6285 5004 2825 1995 184

--Kutimated; takes account of 1971 currency revaluations.

110 "The Balance of Payments Mess", Hearings before the Joint Zoo-

nomic Committee'sa Subcommittee on International hchange and Paymnts,
June 1971 as cited In International gconomic Policy Association# The
United States Balance of Ments (Washington, D.C.s - trnsat [--
M oM Plcy Associo UP 1Y72u, p. 14.

L I-
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perceived threat from the Soviet Union becomes less credible in Western

Europe, the prospect of soe decline in the American presence mq prove

acceptable and even desireable to our NATO Allies.
111

Additional Offset Options

If international conditions and the provisions of the Jackson.

Nunn Amendment cause our NATO Allies to accept additional economic

responsibilities for our balance of payment account, it is likely that

existent offset methods will be reemphasized and that new options will

be considered. The purchase of United States Treasury notes by 7ATO

Allies is a possibility, but these notes are redeemable and involve

no actual costs to the buyer. Treasury notes provide temporary balance

of payment relief but do not offer a long term solution acceptable to

the United States. The assumption of support costa, by our ATO Allies,

for our forces in Europe is considered highly desireable by the United

States since it alleviates both balance of payment and budgetary concerns.

However, considerations previously mentioned make it questionable whether

this alternative would be palatable to our NATO Allies. Likewise, direct

payments by European countries to offset the cost of our allitary oouit-

"I menta is generally unacceptable to our NATO Allies due to similar consi-

derations. Actions to increase United States comercial eporte to

Barope, so as to achieve a more favorable trade balance, would provide

indirect relief. It is an elusive goal that is dependent upon a qriad

of factors beyond the parview of DOD. Another possibilty iqs the selso-

tive devaluation of currency used by the United State pereone l stationed

1 1 1 .ihiWp PP. 16-17o 1
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In Barope, Such a u.Lotive d altinwould reduoe our foreign

*11
exhne oss

:1Iii, ,1/2024



CHAPTE V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECCMD&TION

General

The military balance of payment deficit has resulted in a con-

certed efforts by DOD, to assure that the United States and its NATO

Allies equitably share both the cost and foreign exchange burden of our

Common defense commitment. Increased joint financing of the NATO

Infrastructure and offset agreements, to include Foreign Military Sales,

are indicators that these efforts have met with at least partial success.

The United States remain an important supplier of military hardware

to our NATO Allies; although sales have generally supplanted grants.

Research, development, and coproduction efforts are now evaluated in

term of DOP implications as well as costs and military requirements.

Concern about military contributions to the BOP deficit also prompted

. ! an intensive review of our logistical procedures in hErope. It would ' /
"I appear that thi emphasis is to some degree responsible for management

Simprovements to include the elimination of redundant supply faea1t4.e

and the joint ue of facilities with our NATO Allies.

Balance of payment considerations have had both positive and

negative impacts upon our Eropean military service supply support.

The develoent of stremlined world-wide supply supprt prooeeem

69
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such as the Direct Support Supply System, have been at east partially

attributable to maximum utilization of CONUS sources of supply prompted

by the BOP deficit. Conversely, processing time required for the redi.

rection of procurements to the United States, extended transportation

lead timej, and the problem of achieving close coordination with CONUS

procurement activities have presented some difficulties.

Overseas procurement programs such as BUSH and COPARS appear

to offer the dual benefits of being responsive and providing for pur-

chases from American sources. However, for those requirements that

must be procured from foreign sources, the offshore procurement pro-

cedures have been substantially complicated by BOP provisions. Admin-

istrative procedures involved in securing approval for foreign source

procurement impede supply responsiveness and add to processing costs.

Emphasis upon Foreign Military Sales had resulted in not only

a reduction in the net military BOP deficit, but has also contributed

to the establishment of a cooperative logistics system with West Germany.

AdditionaLly the NATO supply system has achieved a degree of standard

ization due to the large scale infusion of American equipment and

supplies.

Maintenance

Available data is not sufficient to quantitatively evaluate theI impact of balance of payment considerations upon the area of equipment

4 maintenance. Maintenance and materiel readiness suffered vhenever

equipment had to await repair parts from CONUS sources when the ame

part was locally available at a reasonable cost. Although, most inergenoc

requiremte ceuld be procured as an exception to the Day U.8. Policy.

... .. . : . . .A
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In some instances, the procurement and maintenance of foreign end items

of equipment would most likely have been more cost effective and opera-

tionally satisfactory if balance of payment considerations had not

dictated that the equipment be supplied from CONUS sources.

Construction and Real Property Maintenance

It is apparent that the acquisition of an increasing proportion

of construction supplies from COUS sources necessitated improved

requirements planning and, in some instances, delayed the start of

projects due to the nonreceipt of materiels. Many desireabe construc-

tion projects were delayed or deleted due to austere funding authori-

zations. Funds for real property maintenance were also reduced and it

was not until Volunteer Arny Programs were instituted, in 1971, that the

general condition of facilities began to improve significantly. The

inclusion of offset provisions for the rehabilitation of American

barracks in West Germany were another important step in the reversal

of declining real property maintenance standards.

Transportation

Increased reliance upon CONUS sources of supply provided an

added incentive for improaw-ents in the area of transportation support.

Certainly, transportation advances such as containerisation would have

evolved regardless of the balance of payment situation; however, DOP

omeiderations added value to such developments. Similarly, improv t

fm - strategic airlift capabilities were motivated by a uzriad of oam.

,& but the requirement for responsive overseas logistical

@atw s an Important factor.
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As noted previously, an analysis of the merits of a massive
strategic redeployment of our European Armed Forces extends beyond the

purview of this study. Budgetaryp political and combat readiness impli-

cations influence the viability of this option. However# any future

assessments wil undoubtedly consider balance of payment considerations

such as: the termination of existing offset agreement., the *feedback

effect', and the "total economic cost'.

Services

The logistical support area, like other operating elements,

has continued to experience austere foreign national hiring ceilings

that are attributable to both budgetary and balance of payment considera-

tions. Other than hiring ceilings, the area of 'services' was les

effected than other logistical functions because most "services"

represent a fairly fixed requirement such as utilities, cominicationes,

and packing and crating. As a result, efforts to control overseas

expenditures in the areas of direct and indirect hiring and contractural

services were comparatively unsuccessful.

Trends

It in apparent that the military contribution to the total United

States balance of payment account will continue to proportionately

'decline as long as threat conditions do not measurably Increase. This

* dowmward trend will occur regardless of the positive or negative effect

* of dynamic conditions in the emercial balance of payment acoomntp such

as increasing oil Imports and prices and increasing agricultural exporte.

4Manges In the coemercial sector are overshadodng the siInfienee of
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the military BOP account.

At this time, the e course of offset arrangements with our

European Allies is difficult to predict with any degree of assurance.

The Jackson-Nunn Amendment will require a reduction in our European

force commitment comensurate with any foreign exchange costs that are

not offset by our Allies. However, there is a wide-range of offset

agreements that cm be negotiated with our Allies, and some are more

palatable than others. For example, redeemable United States Treasury

Bonds would be more acceptable to our NATO Allies than would be a

requirement to assume direct support costs of our forces stationed in

Darope.

If recent history is a valid indicator# political as weil as

militaz7 and economic considerations will effect the negotiating po-

sitions of both the United States and its NATO Allies. It does appear

that Western European nations will become increasingly concerned about

their balance of payment positions as their requirements increase for

costly mineral and energy resources. In addition, the growth of

Western Europe's armaments technology and production base make it mre

likely that our NATO Allies will seek reciprocal, rather than ui-

lateral, military equipment sales. Cooperation between the United

States and its NATO Allies, in the area of reciprocal weapons sales,

has important implications for the success of current efforts directed

toward the realisation of a standardized NATO supply system.

It Is also appropriate to note the changing role of DOD as a

Contributor to the United States DOP account. 7he 19?3 MD net DC

deficit of $2.2 biLLon was the lowet sinee 1965.113 LUi ftayvrab

1 "Table 1, page 13.
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position was primarily attributable to a sharp escalation in the sepi.

tude of Foreign Military Sales. More liberal FMS provisions# current

international tensions, and the increased affluence of third-world

countries has caused DOD to project a two-fold increase in IlS for

1974.11 4 An increase of these proportions wculd cause DOD to have a

positive impact upon the U.S. BOP account as contrasted with its tradl-

tional deficit position.

Fifty Percent Differential

Establishment of the 50 percent differential did reduce overseas

expenditures. During the period 1961 through 1967, when complete

statistics were maintained, approximately $973 million in foreign pro-

curements were avoided at an added budgetary cost of $388 million, or

40 percent. However, this avoidance is not particularly significant

when it is realized that total defense expenditures contributing to the

DO? deficit approximated $18.5 billion for the same time period. 1 1 5

If we apply varying percentages of the *feedback" effect, the actual

budgetary costs are as reflected by Table 18, page 75.

In addition, procedures involved in securing athority for

foreign source procurement entail administrative cosats as well as tim.

Redirection of procurements to OsUS for localUy available items

result in delayed supply responsiveness and problems of ooordination.

Foreign exschage savings achieved by ue of the 50 percent

evaluation are restricted to expenditures for loistical support ih

l1mFoein Nations Clamor for Us# Jet Fighter.', lanew Ci r

Times 21 March 1974, pp. I and 11A-15A.
'11Table 1, page 13.
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Table 18. Impact of Varying Feedback/Discount Factors

... (Values in Millions)

Effective
Foreign Assumed Net Balance Added Added
Procurements Feedback/ of PFment Budgetary Budgetary

£ Affected Discount Savings Cost Cost

$973 20% $778 $340 44%

$973 30% $680 43140 50%

*973 40O% $584j 4340 58%

$973 50% $487 $340 69%

$97.3 60% $389 $3140 87%

1
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comprise less than 40 percent of the 1972 fiscal year military expendi-

tres of $2.1 billion in Europe. Expenditures by military, civilians

and dependents as well as the employment costs for foreign nationals

accounted for more than 60 percent of our European military expenditures. 116

The significance of foreign exchange savings, realized by use of the

50 percent differential# is further compromised by the increasing im-

portance of the conmmercial sector to the total United States Balance of

Payment Account. The ratio of comercial imports to DOD overseas ex-

penditures has widened from its 1956-19S9 margin of 4:1 to its 1973

relationship of greater than 10:1. Additionally, the Jackson-Nunn Amenment

wil require our NATO Allies to offset any foreign exchange costs in-

curred by our stationin of forces in Europe, or, be confronted with

withdrawals proportionate to our BOP deficit.

In view of the above considerations, it would appear prudent to

consider rescission of the 50 percent differential provision at least as

it applies to our comitment of forces in Western Europe. Rescission

of the evaluation factor would reduce budgetary costs at a time vhen

cost-effectiveness within the Department of Defense is a compelling

requirement. Moreover, it is reasonable to postulate that our Eropean

Allies could also realise some benefits from termination of the 50

percent differential. American purchases on the local econom will

increase and these procurements will be more cost-effective. As a

consequence, the total support costs for United States forces winl be

favorably effected and the cost-sharing burden of our NATO Allies will

be reduced aoordingly.

It is doubtful that the magnitude of foreign saur prorem-ts

116Tbl 114, page 55.

. . .. .. .
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would return to pre-1960 levels. Unlike the 1950's, foreign scarce

procurement would not be encouraged; rather the emphasis would be

directed toward supply responsiveness and cost-effectiveness. moreover,

a number of other factors would lessen the likelihood of a large increase

in foreign procurements. CONUS supply and transportation system are

more responsive than during the 1950's and early 1960's. These improve-

ments facilitate United States source acquisition for some item formerly

procured overseas because of supply lead time considerations. American

manufacturers have become established and cost-effective sources for

many item formerly purchased overseas. The increasing presence of

American distributors, in Earope, makes it more likely that they can be

used as responsive sources of supply. Deutsche Mark and dollar revalu-

ations have generally ended the era of inexpensively manufactured

Baropean products that were so attractive to our European procurement

activities, during the 1950's and early 1960'so. As a result of the

combined effect of the aforementioned factore, a reversion to the 196

magnitude of offshore procurement seem hb unlikely.

Recgsindation

Shat the Department of Defene reassess the validity of the

50 percent differential with consideration of its Ipact upon log3stical

support procedures, Its significance relative to the United states

balance of psent account, and its influence upon uerreat eoonic end

political factors.'"

1 1 7 1otes ILImination of the 50 percent differential could be

accomplished incrementany by designated classes of supply or by pro-
g.essive reduction of the percentile tactor. 1
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APPENDIX A

BOP RESTRICTIONS - UNITED STATES ARM EUROPE

Coamanders of USAREUR Major Commands and Assigned Units end Activities
(to Battalion Level) Heads of Staff Offices. This Headqarters.

This letter expires 1 year from date of publication.

1. This letter defines and sets forth the policy for use of the supply

system and establishes the prerequisites for use of local procurement

as a source of supply.

2. Items are normally required to be obtained by requisition through

the supply system using the procedures established by Military Standard

Request and Issue Procedures (MILS7RIP). Some items, however, may not

be available through the normal supply sytem. Other item, although

available, cannot be obtained by the required delivery date(RDI)o

Further some items are exempt from KLWTKV becanse of blanket balance

of payment (BOP) determination.

j3. Once the supply officer has determined that local procurement is

authorized and/or required (para 3-134h, Ar 710-2)0 a DA Form 14-115

or DA Form 3953 (Purchase Request and Comatment) (PR&C) will be pre-

pared. The documnt number of the requisition submitted to the supply

source from wbich local purchase authority was received will be Included

on the PR&C when applicable. When local procuresmnt is authorized

without prior reuisitioning, the references authorizing each actiom

will be cited. The PRO nuat also indicate complisno with applicable

79
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BOP procedures with a signed individual determlnation and findings (ID?)

or reference to the directive authorizing exemption. A signed statement

attesting to the fact that a thorough review has been conducted end the

needed item cannot be related to a similar item in the Army Mnter Data

File (ANDF) or supply catalogs will be placed in local purchase files.

h. Item manufactured in the United States and identified on the MW

U acquisition advice code OLO or OKU require testing of the supply

system before local procurement action, unless exempted in this letter

or in a"cordance with other applicable directives. Once advice code "CPO

is provided on the above items, this advice is valid until the acquisition

advice code changes on the AMDF. Advice code 6CPU for an item that is

not listed on the ANDF is valid for 1 year or until included on the AWo

'When OCWO (one-time authorisation for local purchase) is returned# the

supply system must be tested before each local procurement action*

Annual testing of the supply system will be accomplished for Items not

listed on the ANDF.

5. The requirements in this letter apply regardless of the method of

local procurement used. When imprest funds are used, purchase requests

will be vouchered and documented as outlined in chapter 3j, AR 710-2.

6. Command inspection tern will review supply documentation to ensure

compliance with criteria in this letter and other directives.

*7. Inclosure I lists items and categories exempted from the requirement

to test the supply syste m

8. 7he policy In this letter wil be Included in a forma hage to

USaRZUR Supplement 1 to AR 710-2o

Department of the Arm
I Inl as Headquarters, United States Arq,
14 Septer 1973 ftrope and Seveth Am
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Iteme/Categories Exampted From the Requirement to
Test the Supply System

1. Items in this inclosure and changes subsequently published are exempted

from the requirement to test the supply systems

a. Any nonstandard item not included on the AHDF or in supply cate-

logs for vhich the extended line item value per request is less than $100.

Requirements will not be segmented to circumvent this limitation.

b. Items that are covered by annual BOP determinationa and/or ap-

proved IIF ares

(1) Trichlorethyrene (12) Sand

(2) Sodium chloride (13) Gravel

(3) H ydrochloric acid (14) Stone

(4) mock salt (15) Concrete

(5) Urea (16) Masonry unite

(6) Brick dust (17) Fire brick

(7) Road and roofing asphalt (18) Soil

(8) Li n (19) Ice and dry ice

(9) Whiting (20) Industrial gases (except helium
and propane s throwaway cy.

(10) Plaster inder)

(11) Glass (21) Facilities engineers enginee
item (annual IDF)

c. Fuel oil or other required petroleum=, oile and lubricant products

not contracted for by the Defense Fuel Supply Agency (eeg., delivery of

fuel oil by contractor to heating plants, quarters, and remote aight),

do Items that are excluded from MILSTRIPs

(1) Newpapers, maaine., periodicals, and books (including med-
ical Journals) vhen not available through S or Stare and
Stripes newstands.

(2) Maio sheets and books (including bad mle)
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(3) Phonograph records

(4) Driveres manuals

(5) Maintenance manuals

(6) Religious books, pamphlets, and curriculum material.

(7) Rubber Stamps (except date, times or facsimile stamps)

(8) Postage Stamps, trophies, unit awards, and unit crests

(9) Maps and telephone books

(10) Drafting supplies, graphic aids, and poster materials

e. Specialized medical items to include the followings

(1) Radioactive chemicals used for radio isotope therapy

(2) Analysing re.agents for diagnostic tests

(3) Repair parts for foreign sourc, equipment that are not available
in CONUS

(4) Orthodontic supplies

(5) Occupational therapy supplies

(6) Glands

(7) Medical gases and liquid nitrogen

(8) Medical material including standard, nonstandard expendable,
and nonexpendable items determined necessary by the conmanderJ of the medical facility, provided that such lodal purchase is
in accordance with chapter 4, AR 40.-61

f. Repair parts for foreign manufactured end item (eog. vehicles,

equipment, machinery, systems), and foreign supplies because of incom-

patability of US supplied items and requirements dictated by the country

or geographic area (eog. foreign documents; publications; stamps; eleo-.

trical, heating, and plumbing supplies; uniforms ceremonial itais)

g. Iowa purchase authorization that has been received from a CONW.

national inventory control point; General Services Administration;

Defene appY Ageney; US kAq Materiel anagement Ageney*-pe;
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US Army Medical Material Centerp Earopej or Headquarters USTASCOMR,

as appropriate.

h. Compelling emergency purchases for the health and welfare of

troops, to relieve a production stoppage of projects In motion or to

satisfy a situation (e.g., fire, explosion, flood) that does not permit

advance approval or the use of normal requisitioning channels, which,

if not immediately corrected, could endanger lite or Government property

or adversely affect an essential military mission. Uepnditures for

compelling emergencies wil not exceed $10,000.

io lonappropriated Fund purchases approved by local commanders.

J. US supplies available within the comuand under contracts issued

by US Forces.

k. Repair parts for low density, highly specialised calibration

equipment, if available off shore, only after it has been ascertained

that the supply system is unable to react to normally prescribed orders

and ship time when calibration is required to remove other end items from

deadline.

1. Local procurement authority for commercial vehicle repair parts

granted to USTASCOEUR supply support activities (SQ) for an amount

not to exceed $200 under the following conditions

(1) Vehicle is on deadline status or parts are required to prevent
production slowdown or stoppage in consolidated maintenance shops, eqal !
ment support center, general support equipment aintenance shops, or
consolidated maintenance facilities

(2) Previous requisition action indicates the item will not be
received within h5 days

(3) EN is given initial consideration

(4) Owning unit and USA number of the deadline vehicle requiring the
item are placed on the purchase request along with the doeeant amber
under dhch the same item was previou4r requisitioned
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2. Excptiona to itaus/categories other than those in paragraph I will

be approved/disapproved on an individua basis.



APPUDIX B

BOP RESTRICTIONS - US. AIR. PORCES BUR0PI 1 8

Suppli4s/Services Not Requiring Foreign Soure Procurement Detemlin-
ations (FSPDe)
The following categories of supplies and services are exempt

from the requirement of a formal FSDs

a. Procurements estimated not to exceed $500 In foreign cost.

However, base procurement offices should alusey consolidate requiremmtm

when and where economW can result, and when it will not jeopardise

meeting valid need dates of the requiring activities. In mny casess

such action win involve the consolidation of requairemnts each of which

is under $500 and exempt from FSPD; however, when consoldated, the

requirement would exceed $500. In these instances of onsolidtion,

it mat be determined whether or not a FSPDi s required. The deteromn-

ation that a FSPD is not required will be made in writing, by the

contracting officer and made a part of the contract file* A PM Is

required when the consolidated costs exceed $500 for basic lke Item.

regardless of size, dimensions, weight, configuration, etc. The following

are representative exaples where FSPD are/we not required when the

consolidated cost exceeds $500 for basic l.tkee/Wulikel itemei s1/

FMi Required (Like Items)

umple Is 450 - 18 Trophies
$300- 2h." Trophies

iae22 60- 2 x zLmber
$300- 2 z 8 X:erm

mle 3:$0 - 75 Watt Letric Dab
4200 - 100 Watt Lmectrie Bulb

85
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FSPD Not Required (Unlike Items)

azample si $475 - Steel Tubing
$300 - Plastic Tubing

Emsixple 23 1 $40 - Conduit
$325 - D~ectrical Wiring

Example 31 WOO0- Plywood
$250 - 2 x Ia Umber

b. procurements due to ompelling emergencies estimated not to i

exceed $10,000 in foreign cost* This authority will be reserved for

true emergencies due to gafetys health or immediate operational requirei-

mentg, The contract file will be supported by a written statement from

emergency procurement* Such procurements shall be limited. toth

quantities of Items or services essentia to meet the direct nee"s of

the emergency.

a* Procurements required to be made from Indigenous sources

pursuant to a treaty or executive agreement between Oovamsents. The

contract file will be clearly documented to Identify the treaty or

executive agreement*

d. Procurements made with excess or near--excess foreign cur-.

rencies in accordance *with ASPR 641106. Contract file docuniuntatiou

by the contracting officer is required.

eo Procurements of Canadian end products or domestic source

end products (see ASPR 6-101) end prcrmnsof services from Canadian

or domestic concerns for use in Canadla. Contract file iocetatim by

the contracting officer is required.,

f. Procurements of certain food items specifically bananas,

tea, coffee, spices, herbsI sugar, cocoa, am of tartar, tapioa,

cocoGOMt.
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g. Procurements of subsistence

(1) Procurements of non-perishable comssary resale subsis-
tence items of foreign origin for which there are no substitutes of
U.S. origin and which are solely intended for resale in overseas con-
missary stores. The requiring activity will pro jde written evidence
for the contract file that a substitute of U.S. origin in not availableo
(Troop issue non-pershable subsistence must be procured In the U.S.)O

(2) Procurements of perishable cemuissarys fresh# chilled

and frosen resale subsistence, including beef and pork.

h, Procurements of the following requirements, provided they

do not duplicate or replace existing organic service capability.

(1) Utilities, including gas* water, electricity, stem and
sewage. (AFn 26-12/USAFER 26-12 procedures are exempted for installations
not having an in-house generating/processing capability for a specificallY
listed servicel howeverp requiring activit will in writing, ceti
that in-house generating/processing capability does not exist.)

(2) Trash and refuse collection.

(3) Coruncation aerpcesharge

(3) Port handlsn stevedori and other port chargessv .

(5) Maintenance and repair of, and procurement of spare parts
for, foreign manufactured Vehicles, equipment, machinery and systems;
provided, in the case of parts, that this exception applies only if the
procurement must be restricted to the original manufacturer or his
supplier in accordance with ASPR 1-313. The senior official or, in his
absence. the second ranking official of the requiring activity will
certify, in writings that the procurement must be restricted to the
original manufacturer or his supplier, and that a U.S. substitute is
not acceptable. This certification will be made a part of the contract
file.

(6) Packing and crating services.

(7) Iaundry and dry cleaning arvics.

(8) Handling and storageq e ts.

(9) Industrial gases.

(10) Transportation services.

(11) Into-pLine refueling.

(12) Drugs specified by the DefSe OModical tel Board-



(13) The following bulk construction naterialso
(a) Sand.
(b) Gravel.
(a) Other soil materials.
(d) Stone.
(e) Concrete masonry units.
(f) Fired brick.

(14) Overhaul and repair of vessels which are hoe ported
overseas and whichs because of their operating comitnents cannot
return to the UoS. or to UoS. operated repair facilities.

(15) Terminal and maintenance services which can only be

performed at overseas locations in support of aircraft flights.

(16) Custodial services.

(17) Procurement of the following requirelenta provided,
that foreign cost in estimated not to exceed $109000t

(a) Services of part-time instructors.
(b) Printing of base newspapers.
(c) Dry ice.
(d) Ready-mixed asphalt*
.(e) Portland cement concrete.

ie Procurements of other mandatory services requirements.

Recurring/routine/conventional contractual services which by their

* nature can only be performed locally and where an organic capability //
does not exist; specifically,

(1) An installation's "other mandatory requirements" for
services which do not individua ly exceed $100000 in estimated foreign
cost* annually or on a one-time basis, are exempted from the necessity
of a formal FSPD. However, the requirements for preparation and approval
of the USAM Form 124, PRequest for Use of Contract Services#* must
continue in effect. (See Alex 26-12/USAFA 2b-12). The information
reflected on USAFE Form 124 will clearly reflect that an organic cape&
bility does not exist. The loca.L comnder (see pars 3a), or for
USAFE comand consolidations the director of the appropriate USAFE
staff agency# by indorsement to U&AFE Form 1 lp must attest to the
validity of the requirement and confirm that the required service(s)
(i) cannot physically be returned to the U.s. ror performance, or
(il) that it is totally izratical, nan-feasible or uneconomical to
have the service performed in the U.S. versus using a foreign souroe.
This documentation will be made a part of the permanent contract file.

(2) 'Other mandatory requiri ments for services include, but
are not necessarily limited to, billeting services; trmnching/backfIll
services; automotive repair, engines, radiators; safe repair; railroad
track m ae; air Iondtim at s acau M -ole mo&t nan
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maintenance/cleaning exhaust fans; furniture repair; drapery/rug
cleaning; printing/duplicating equipment repair; office machine maintan
woce/repair;, cash register maintenance/repair; transformer repair;
electric motor/generator repair; range/ref rigerator/Stove/vaser/
dryer repair; pump repair; uniform alteration; education services;
laundry-dry cleaning services; AME services; alarm system mitni
repair; refrigeration equipment maintenance/repair; book binding and
installation of equipmet/aterial..

(3) It is recognised that som other requirements for serb-
vices, not listed In this parapaph, awq readily fit the above described
criteria of mother Mandatory *eurm ats in instetoes of this natureq
contact the local procurement aciiW dwwill 6elqihanioalle omtast,
USAmLOPP for a case-bpowe rvufee'lai

S Ietoer 1972.

L ---. -



APIRODI C

FORNUT FOR REQUEST FOR FOREIGDN SOURCE PROCURUT

To& Comander, US Armyr Materiel Nanagement Agency# krop., APO 0902

Subjects Foreign Source Procurement
1.* Request a determination approving procurement of foreign and

products or services described below:

2. A complet. description (in sufficient detail to permit evaluation of

the availability of US items or substitute) of the foreign end

product or service contemplated for purchase

3. he purpose for which the supplies or services are intended.

4-. If applies:s

a. Th. unit end quantity proposed to be purchaed

be The required delivery date;

c. The country of origin and if a commnist area, Justification
for the need for purchasing the product from a source In a
comminist area;

d. Cite appropriate authorization document (CITA, Us 703 MTON)
or Inclose written authorization from ooq~tmt entboritys

5.If a service# Depot~aneac

a. Period for which required;

b. The manner In which the service was previously performed#
i.e., in-house or by contract. If In-houses reasons fty the
service must now be obtained by contract, or if a new require.
mts reason why the service must be obtained by contract;

ce A statement as to efforts made to obtain organic coipeb11it
to perform the service. and results thberof;

do A gst 0001'iue of in-bows vaes contract east of servies.o

90



6. i under ASPR 6-805 2 (a) (Ad) unreaonable costs

a. The estimated costs from the foreign source, showing as a
separate cost trnsportatIon applicable to the damsstio product
or service;

b. The cubic measure or weight when packed;

a. A statement as to how the estimated costs were deteruined;

d. The name and address of the prospective source in the US or
NICP and in the foreign oauntry, when knoIm.

7. A statement of the necessity for the procurement reasons ihy the

procurement camot be forgone and the impact upon the militery

operation should offshore purchase not be authorised.

8. A statement as to whether the purchase is a one-tim or reownring

requirement.

9. The type contract ontmplated with reasons therefore.

10. A statent as to whether the procuremntv be competitive or

non-competitive end if non-competitive, the reasons therefore.

11. The price paid for the last previous procurement of the end pro-

duct or servioe. The date of the last procurements the name and

address of the contraotorp and, if purohased under a cost-plus-

a-fixed fee (or incentive fee) contract, the munt of the fee

Indicated Separate3r.

12. V1 the requirment Is firm2r essential to mlitary operations*

Signature of the OAMader
or his Deputw (if eur t
exeeds $10,000.00)

1 1 9Mited States AtW aterl KMonageomvt Agmq, ]Su .

I..3.i WA& 1973.



APPENIX D

SOP CONSIDERATIONS - OVESEAS PROCURDKET

Construction. Maintenance and Repair of Real Propert Facilities

Paragraph Vc

Use of these IBOP procedures may result in increased project
costs. Because of the importance of reducing IBOP expenditures,
these extra costs are acceptable provided the cost, over normal

redctin ahivedIn BO cots.Aditinalyson acase-by-case

Foreign Countries, p. 4i. o 0  ~f ~ ~ o

Militga Assistance Program

* Paragraph IV Dija

Military Assistance Program procurement of supplies and
services, including construction materials (but excluding cons truc'.
tion services) to be used outside the United States 'when it is estia-
mated that the price delivered from U.S. sources will not exceed
$10,000-unless the price differential would be so large an to
render this course of action clearly undasireable.

U.S. Department of Defense, Dietive 212I' . e1 June 1970
with 1 change ASD (ISA)s Military Assistnc i ProgramOffshore Pro-
curement, pp. 2-3.

Paragraph IV B~b

Military Assistance Programi which are estimated to exceed
* $10,000 shall be restricted to domestic sources unless the cost of

domestic end products or services of domestic concerns located In the
United States# including packing# crating, and handling and trans-
portation (PCH&T)o is estimated to be more than 50% in excess; of
the coat of foreign supplies or services Including aI~bT*

VaS. Dspartmt of Deainse, Direotsv 2111,1 with I ehange
* *P p3.

- 1/



Non-apropriated Fund Activities

Paragraph V A3c

Procurement of other *not for sale" goods..vill be U.S.
materials and end products from domestic supplies provided the
cost of U.S. goods (including transportation and handling cost)
is estimated to be not more than 25% in excess of the cost of for-
eign goods.

U.S. Department of Defense, Drctive 7 elp 12 April 1971,
ASD (M&RA), International Balance of payents Program Ion-appropriated
Fund Activities, p. 7.

Research and Development

Paragraph IV B of Change 1

International Balance of Payments considerations have resulted
in the establishment of certain specific restrictions pertinent to
DOD overseas activities, including those relating to foreign R&D.
The screening and selection of proposed R&D projects must be con-
sistent with these restrictions, In this connection, preference
should be given to the following types of joint R&D undertakings

1. Projects that provide for the investment of foreign funds in
the U.S. R&D activities under mtually acceptable terms and

, conditions.

2. Projects that offer the U.S% good prospects for the ultimate
sale of the end item or associated components to second and
third foreign parties.

3. Projects that capitalize on the unique technical state-of-the
art capabilities existing in a foreign country and offer pros-
pects of saving the U.S. time and money in the R&D production
field.

I. Projects that enable the U.S. to assist and/or a.coodate aforeign second party to accomplish joint R&D objectives Without/ /

jepardiing U.S. aspirations to promote future 0.8. salon to
third countries.

U.S. Department of Defames Drecie 10, 27 Septemer 1963
with I changes, D OMZ, oopeatim witi es in Reearh and DVeWqmmt
of Dofemo 5quipmnts p.

93
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